Clemson Named ACC Choice For Orange Bowl
By Jerry Ausband
Clemson's Men of Calhoun have been selected by the
Atlantic Coast Conference to represent the eight mem, ber teams in the 1957 Orange Bowl against the Colorado
Buffaloes. The selection, already a foregone conclusion
in the minds of the fans who saw the Tigers take the
University of South Carolina 7-0 and Virginia Tech 21-6,
was a unanimous one in a poll of athletic faculty representatives Sunday after Clemson took a decisive 28-7
victory over Furman University.
Commissioner James H. Weaver of the ACC officially
informed coaches and students by telephone late Sunday
afternoon after the faculty chairmen had been polled
by telephone that day. Coach Frank Howard was quoted as saying, "You can figure on us being there," after
receiving the call.
With the victory over Furman, the Tigers rolled up a
seven win, one loss and two tie season over some" of
the most formidable opponents the South could, offer.
Beginning with a 26-0 conquering of Presbyterian as the
first game of the season, the Tigertowners went on to remain undefeated until the University of Miami Hurricane
hit with a 21-0 breeze over the Tigers. Following this
game the Tigers won two straight to further verify their
position as the most representative team in the conference.
Coach Howard has given his victorious Tigers a week
and a half relief from workouts until December 12.
Following ten drills during the period to the 22nd, the
/" JHgers will take a four day holiday before leaving by
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chartered non-stop plane for Miami. Clemson will worjk that Colorado had been ready to go to the Bowl since
Although the speculation ran high after Clemson's
out in the Orange Bowl itself prior to the January 1 game. spring of this year. "We knew we had a good chance to 21-0 loss to Miami in the Orange Bowl that South CaroForty-seven players, three managers, one trainer, and all and thought we would go, since Oklahoma couldn't under lina or Duke might be selected because of the Tigen'
the coaches will make the trip.
our conference rules. Colorado, second place in the Big poor showing. However, "Howard's Horses" swept
Will Walls, assistant coach at the University of Colo- Seven Conference behind the nation's number one team, through the remainder of their schedule with wins over
rado in Denver and Boulder, Colorado, who scouted the Oklahoma, was picked quite a bit earlier in the season as Virginia and Furman.
Tigers in their games against Furman and Virginia, said their conference representative.
The win over Virginia capped the ACC championship
for the Tigers. It was the first time in league history
that any team other than Duke or Maryland has won tht
conference championship. The first year of the conference saw Duke University take the crown with a 4-0 record although they had to share the championship with
Maryland who had a ten win and one less record, the only loss being to Oklahoma in the Orange Bowl.
Duke
singly won the crown in 1954 with a 4-0 record again. The
Blue Devils took the only ACC Orange Bowl victory
with a 34-7 thumping of Nebraska.
In 1955 Maryland duplicated her record of 1953 with
a ten-zero record overall and a 4-0 in the conference.
They lost again to a very strong Oklahoma team 20-6.
Howard, who was selected as the third best coach in„
the conference over this year's play, was elated with the
club's win over Furman. He said that he was ready to
go to the Orange Bowl.. . We'll be all right now. With
a little rest, we'll be ready to go to Miami."
Ticket arrangements have already been made and complete instructions on their distribution are contained
elsewhere in the TIGER. Clemson has been allotted
17,000 tickets for students, faculty, administration and
IPTAY members.
(Continued on Page 4)
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FREEDOM PENNIES Vs. ^COMMUNIST OPPRESSION

Students Fail To Realize
Hungary's Need For Aid
By John Rogers
The students of Hungary in their fight for liberty need
our help and need it desperately. They cry to us who enjoy the very freedom they seek and we are answering their
cry with clothing and pennies, but that answer is so far
a weak one.

Col. Douglass'
Talk Highlights
D. A. R. Meeting
Colonel George A. Douglass,
Clemson's PMS recently spoke
to the local D. A. R. concerning
the national defense and emphasized the requirements for a
strong, ready reserve.
Col. Douglass also called upon
Lt. Col. William Blackburn to
say a few words about the Near
East and particularly Turkey,
from which he and his family
have recently returned.
The D. A. R. meeting was held
at the home of Mrs. Samuel
Evans, and Mrs. Frank J. Howard, Regent, presided.
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Southeastern Blue Bowl Schedule
Key Convention To
Alters Length
Begin Next Saturday

Our grand vision is a tremendous scale balancing our
j>pennies against the burden oi
Communism that they bear.
Fifty pennies won't tip that
scale nor will fifty thousand, for
that matter, but whatever we
give will be a measure of how
much we care—"The gift without the giver is . . ." still "bare."
Which brings to mind Lord Byron, rebel spirit, who died while
in Greece to fight in an insignificant rebellion, if any fight
for freedom and liberty can be
called insignificant.
The Hungarian affair has not
produced any such volunteers
that the world has heard of,
but surely today's world is not
so lacking in adventurous souls,
men who put human liberty
above
material
possessions,
above even life itself, that only
one such group exists, a small
group of Hungarian students
who blindly throw their lives

South Carolina's Oldest

away fighting for something
that we take so for granted we
evidently don't even sympathize with their sacrifice.
What are their chances of
success as revolutionists? Their
chances are nonexistent, or
nearly so at any rate. Barring
miracles they have little hope.
What difference does that make?
You fight for "right" for
"right's" sake, not for hope. of
reward or because of guaranteed success.
When fighting
starts you side with "right"
and fight for it with all the
force you are capable of and
with every'means available—
sword, pen, contributions —
whatever human resources can
offer.
The easiest way is notoriously
becoming the American way.
The easiest way in this case to
express sympathy, encouragement, "We're with you brother,"
is to give of our plenty, of our
left-overs. Crumbs for those
with nothing is abundance.
We are not alone in this
thing. Churches, schools, the
Red Cross, U. N. agencies and
other colleges and universities
are sponsoring clothing drives
and sending money.
Clemson
was one of the first colleges to
begin this type of thing, however. Students should be the
most vitally interested of all in
this thing. They, more quickly than anyone else, should understand their fellow students'
struggles.
The wall in front of the student lounge, which we visualized covered with pennies, mutely
measures our still cold enthusiasm, the scale weighs our concern against the load of oppression.
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The Blue Key Fraternity, national service organization, will
hold a Southeastern Region
Convention at Clemson this Saturday, December 8. Delegates
will be present from Georgia,
North Carolina and South Carolina for the all-day meeting.
Ten colleges and universities
will be represented: Mercer,
Oglethorpe, University of Georgia, University of Georgia Atlanta Division, Furman, Presbyterian College, University of
South Carolina, North Carolina
State, Wofford, and Clemson.
The primary purpose of this
convention is to draw up a plan
to be presented at the National
Convention on December 28,
concerning the strengthening of
the National Organization.
Business sessions will occupy
all day Saturday, with a banquet at the Clemson House
scheduled for the evening. Dean
Walter Cox will speak at the
banquet.

Sumter To Be
Scene Of Annual
SEFTY Meeting Morgan Elected
The annual South - Eastern
Federation' of Temple Youth
(SEFTY) convention will be
held this week-end, December
7-10, in Sumter. Three Clemson students will represent the
Hillel-Brandise Club at the convention.
Those going from Clemson
will be Harry Ryttenburg, Jr.,
a junior, Michael Orenstein,
freshman, and Leslie Levy, also
a freshman.
This convention draws students from all over South Carolina, North Carolina, and Georgia, and is one of the most
widely attended Jewish Youth
conventions in the South.

Epsilon Sigma Phi
Grand Director
Thomas W. Morgan, assistant
director of the Clemson College
Extension Service was elected
grand director of Epsilom Sigma Phi, the National Extension
Fraternity, at the recent meeting of the Grand Council of the
fraternity which was held in
Washington, D. C, in connection with the annual meeting of
the American Association of
Land Grant Colleges and State
Universities.
Epsilon Sigma, Phi is a professional organization of extension workers with 10 or more
years of service. State Chapters are organized in the 48
states, Alaska, Hawaii, and
(Continued on Page 7)

Agricultural Staff
Represents School
At Agronomy Meet SAME Members
Clemson College was represented by nine members of its
agricultural staff at annual
national meetings of the American Society of Agronomy and
the Soil Science Society of
America during November in
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Heading the delegation were
Dr. Gilbert H. Collings, head
of the Clemson agronomy department, and Dr. H. P. Cooper,
agronomy professor, who presented a featured paper on the
probable cause of bloat in cattle.
About 1500 delegates from all
states and territories and 12
foreign states attended. Completing the Clemson body were
Dr. G. R. Craddoci, Dr. W. R.
Paden; Dr. C. M. Jones; Dr. T.
C. Peele; Dr. J. H. Smith; E. H.
Stewart; O. W. Deale and Dr. W.
P. Byrd.

Hear Mr. Smith
Of Robbins AFB
Mr. Phillip Smith, of Robbins Air Base, was guest speaker at the SAME meeting, Nov.
29. He spoke on the general
engineering aspects of work at
an Air Force department, with
emphasis on the process involved in "Optical Tooling."
Visitors at the meeting include Mr. English and Mr. Gilfillin, also of Robbins, and
Colonel Douglass, PMS&T at
Clemson.
This week the Society is initiating ten new members. They
are: G. A. Dempsey, B. R. Gibson, E. H. Haddock, R. H.
Herron, C. Q. Reeves, Mayrant
Simmons, Bill Thomason, Aron
Trotter, W./W. Wiggins, and R.
A. Yeargin.

Of Holidays '

The- 1956 Christmas holidays
at Clemson will begin at noon
on Wednesday and end at 8:00
a. m., Friday, January 4, 1957,
it was announced this week by
Mr. Walter Cox, Dean of Student Affairs. This is an increase of one day over the original schedule, resulting from
Clemson's. invitation to play in
the Orange Bowl in Miami on
January 1.
After meeting with a committee of student officers, Mr.
Cox said, it was decided to end
classes for the year December
19, instead of last year's December 21. However, he added, no one will be given excused
class cuts this year for
the
purpose of working before
Christmas.
The increase in the holidays
is intended to allow students
and teams enough time to return to Clemson safely after
the game on New Year's Day.
Although students will have to
provide their own tickets,
transportation, and accommodations, it is anticipated that a
large percentage of the Tigers
will make the trip to the Bowl
with their team.
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Glee Club Will Participate In Music
Festival Before Holidays Begin
Textile Society
To Raise Funds
With Sock Sale
The National Textile Manufacturing Society will begin its
annual fund raising campaign
Friday, Dec. 7, with the sale of
socks.
Five/different styles will be
displayed for sale. One of these
styles will be a special luxury
sock made of combed cotton.
These socks will be sold with
a brand name and at a substantial saving to the buyers.

Dean Of Textile
School Attends
Panel Meeting

Dr. Hugh M. Brown, dean of
the Clemson College School of
Textiles, will attend a meeting
of the Cotton Utilization Panel
in New Orleans, Tuesday and
Wednesday.
The group, meeting at the
Southern Regional Research
Laboratory, will consider 38 proposals for lint research, recommended by the cotton and cotton
seed research and marketing advisory committee.
Also on the business agenda
are 38 proposals on which action
was postponed at the last meetDr. E. M. Lander, Jr., Profes- ing, and 48 new proposals.
sor of History and Government,
recently appeared on the program of the annual convention
of the Southern Historical Association. The Convention met
this year in Durham, North Carolina, on November 16-17.
Professor Lander read a paper entitled, "The Calhoun-FresOn Saturday, Nov. 24, two
ton Fued, 1836-1842." This was
one of three papers presented in Clemson College Block and
a session on "The Jackson Period Bridle Club delegates left to
attend the National Block and
and the Old South."
Bridle
Club Convention at the
Reading the other papers were
Dr. Doris King, East Texas State International Livestock Expo>
College, and Dr. W. M. Drake, sition at Chicago, 111.
The annual convention is held
Millsaps College. Dr^, Charles G.
Sellers, Princeton University, each year at the Chicago Exposition, which is the largest
acted as critic.
of its kind in the world.
' Professor Lander pointed out
The senior delegates reprethat the Calhoun-Preston Feud
was the result of a political senting the Clemson club was
struggle by South Carolina's two W. D. Ivey from Hemingway, S.
Senators for control of the C; the junior delegate was W.
C. Weeks from Williston, Fla.
State. The feud broke into the
Ivey and Weeks reported at
open in 1837 over. President Van the recent meeting that the
Buren's financial program ad- Block and Bridle national orvocating relief from a nation ganization admitted two , new
wide depression..
clubs during the meeting: North
Senator John C. Calhoun and Carolina State College, and Mchis Democratic followers back- Neese State College of . Lake
ed Van Buren, while Senator Charles, La.
William C. Preston and his Whig
After the convention adcohorts opposed. In the end, journed, the Clemson delegates
Calhoun was victorious over his visited the exhibits at the
exposition in order ( to bring
Whig opponent.
The feud thus contributed to back some useful information to
the complete collapse of the the local chapter. They returned to Clemson Friday night.'
Whig Party in South Carolina.

Dr. E. M. Lander
Participates In
History Program

Delegates Attend
National Block and
Bridle Meeting

Tonight at 6:00 o'clock, the Clemson College Glee Club,
under the direction of Mr. Hugh McGarity, will travel by
bus to Spartanburg to rehearse for the Christmas Festival of Music presented each year by the Spartanburg Memorial Auditorium Commission, and sponsored by Spartanburg merchants.
The glee club will also rehearse in Spartanburg Sunday
morning, December 9, 1956 before the two performances that
will be given at 3:00 p. m. and
8:00 p. m.
Participating in the festival,
in addition to the Clemson Glee
Club, will be the Converse College Glee Club, a two-hundred
voice choir selected from the
Spartanburg High Schools, the
Spartanburg Symphony Orchestra and special soloists.
On Tuesday evening, December 11, at 8:00 o'clock in the
Clemson College Chapel the
Clemson and Converse College
Glee Clubs will present the annual Clemson Christmas Program. All students and faculty
members are invited to attend.
The chapel will be decorated for
the occasion with a gigantic 16-

Application Blanks
For Federal Posts
May Now Be Filed
Now is a good time to file your
application for a federal service
entrance examination.
The entrance examination is
a qualifying examination which
is used by the Federal depart
ments and agencies to fill a
wide variety of positions at the
entrance or trainee level. This
examination particularly pro>
vides an avenue through which
'young people with a college education or equivalent experience may begin a career in the
Federal Government.
Various technical and scientific fields, as well as agriculture and natural science are
of the myrid fields and positions
to be filled.
This is not the only entrance examination for college
graduates. Engineers._ physicists, chemists, accoutants, and
certain other technical, personnel recruited through other examinations also. If you have
primary interest in and training for such special fields, you
may also refer to the appropriate announcement and file
for that examination.
All interested students should
pick up their application blank,
at the Placement Bureau, because the application must be
filled before Dec. 2.7, 1956, for
the exam scheduled for January
13.

BUY CHRISTMAS SEALS

foot Christmas tree.
After the program, a reception will be given for the members of the two glee clubs only.
The Clemson Christmas program will be divided into four
parts: traditional carols by the
Clemson Glee Club; other carols
and Christmas songs by the
combined Clemson and Converse
Glee Clubs; two piano duets;
ar 1 to close the program, various pieces of great music by the
combined choirs.
After the Clemson Alma Mater, the program will open with
"Ye Watchers and Ye Holy
Ones," "Softly at Nightfall,"
"Carol of the Bells," and "The
Boars Head Carol."
The second part of the program will feature such old favorites as "Jesus, Jesus, Rest
Your Head," "Pat-a Pan," "There
Shall A Star From Jacob Come
Forth," and "Ave Maria."
After an intermission the audience will hear a piano duet
rendition of excerpts from the'
"Nutcracker Suite," and the
"March of the Toys," by Hugh
and Mary McGarity.
The secular music on the program will be provided by the
Clemson group as they sing
"Winter Wonderland," "White
Christmas," and "The Twelve
Days of Christmas."
To top off the program the
combined Clubs will render Traditional Carols, "Go Tell It On
the Mountain," "Lo, How a
Rose E're Blooming," and the
"Hallelejuh Chorus."
This year's Clemson Glee Club
is led by Jack Shaffer, president;
Jerry Sinclair, vice-president;
NorviUe Spearman, secretary;
Gary Helms, librarian; Pete
Pearce, business manager; Leon
Wagner, publicity manager; and
Bill Turner, accompanist.
Mr. Hugh McGarity is the
Glee Club director.

Baptist Student
Union Hears Noted
Formosa Missionary
Miss Martha Franks, missionary from Formosa, spoke to the
Clemson BSU on November 28.
Her talk included a description
of activities of Foreign Missions
on Formosa which are financed
through the Lottie Moon Christmas offering and the cooperative
program.
Miss Franks is .a native of
Laurens, S. C, and has dedicated
her life to the service of others.
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Clemson Trademark

DONT GET ME WRONG, BUT

m

Although the Tigers' latest offensive prowess on the
gridiron was finally displayed in impressive fashion last
Saturday against the hapless Furman Hurricane, and the
half-time show was one of the most enjoyable ever seen
here at Clemson, there was still present the distasteful
trademark of any Clemson student body gathering which
greatly detracted from an otherwise enjoyable afternoon.
This trademark, disgusting to say, is the throwing of rolls
of toilet tissue high in the air and letting it stream out
across the field and stands. Football games are not the
only gatherings which are marred by this display of bad
taste; whenever Clemson students assemble these missiles
are in evidence.

Congratulations Are In Order For Visitors;
Holiday Extension Misinterpreted By Some

Quite a number of visitors to the campus who attend
these activities have been heard to comment unfavorably
on this peculiarity of the students. One wonders what
opinion the U. S. Air Force Drum and Bugle Corps, visiting the campus for the first time last Saturday, formed of
the college and its students. Certainly they were something less than favorably impressed..-The name of the
college in off-the-campus circles is by no means held in
such high regard that it can withstand the effects which
a few stigmas such as this would cause.
It is hoped that the people who participate in this
distasteful practice are motivated by a school spirit so
strong that it overpowers reason. This would recommend the means, but the end would still be repugnant.
Aside from the fact that throwing these objects does
not add anything to an activity, and that the cost to the
college could become large, there is always the possibility that someone may be hurt. As high as some of them
are thrown, when they start falling they build up quite
a force before they hit. If one of these were to hit a vital
spot in just the right way, there is no telling what would
result. Surely no one would be any sorrier about someone getting hurt tflan the person who caused it, but that
would be of little comfort to the injured person.
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THE CHANGING SCENE

Presley Enthusiasts Show Childish Traits;
As is usually the case, the people at whom this is directed probably will not even see it, but maybe the rest Table Manners Must Be Improved Upon
of the student body can do something to rectify the sit-

uation. It would certainly be desirable to have the students increase their overall vocal response to the team's
success by a few more decibels, and dispense with hurling any dangerous and unsightly objects through the air.

On Campus

with
JfacShuktn

(Author »l "Barefoot Boy With Chttk," tte.)

HAPPY TALK
As we all know, conversation is terribly important
on a date. When lulls in the conversation run longer than
an hour or two, one's partner is inclined to grow logy —
even sullen. What, then, does one do?
If one is wise, one follows the brilliant example of
Harlow Thurlow.
Harlow Thurlow prepares. That is his simple secret.
Before the date, he goes to the library and reads all 24
volumes of the encyclopedia and transcribes their contents on his cuffs. Thus he makes sure that no matter
what his date's interests are, he will have ample material
to keep the conversation alive.
Take, for example, rlarlow's first date with Priscilla
de Gasser, a fine, strapping, blue-eyed broth of a girl,
lavishly constructed and rosy as the dawn.
Harlow was, as always, prepared when he called for
Priscilla, and, as always, he did not start to converse immediately. First he took her to dinner because, as everyone knows, it is useless to try to make conversation with
an unfed coed.
So he took her to a fine steak house where he stoked
her with gobbets Of Black Angus and mounds of French
fries and thickets of escarole and battalions of petits
fours. Then, at last, dinner was over and the waiter
brought two finger bowls.
"I hope you enjoyed your dinner, my dear," said
Harlow, dipping into his finger bowl.
"Oh, it was grandy-dandy!" said Priscilla. "Now let's
go someplace for ribs."
"Later, perhaps," said Harlow. "But right now, I
thought we might have a conversation."
"Oh, goody, goody, two-shoes!" cried Priscilla. "I
been looking everywhere for a boy who can carry on an
intelligent conversation."
"Your search is ended, madam," said Harlow and
pulled back his sleeves and looked at his cuffs to pick a
likely topic to start the conversation.

By Jack Shaffer
ORANGE BLOSSOMS TO TIGS
Congratulations are in order to Coatm
Frank Howard and his boys for their
conference championship and Orange
Bowl bid.
HOLIDAY SITUATION
As everyone probably knows by now,
we have received a one day extension of
our Christmas holidays.
When the announcement was made at
supper Monday night by Newt Stall, several students were heard to remark, "Why
couldn't they give us the rest of the
week?"
'
Obviously, these students are uninformed as to the original plans. On the
first calendar submitted, we were scheduled to leave Thursday after classes.
Upon being approached by a student government official, Dr. Poole graciously
agreed to advance the holidays to Wednesday noon. As you can see, this gave us
an additional day and a half. Now we
have received another extension bringing
the total to two and one-half days more
than originally planned.
For you who may be wondering why
all the concern about one or two days,
here is the answer. There are collegiate
rules which specify that a college or uni-

and Ray Wactor
versity must hold classes a certain number of days. When school year calendar!
are made out, usually two or three month*
in advance, holidays, commencement, eta,
must be planned so as to allow for this
specified number of days. When thii
calendar is finally published, it is virtually impossible to change such important* dates as commencement. Consequently, there isn't much room left for
juggling.
We have stated some very good arguments for the case of the administration,
but we are inclined to sympathize with
the individual who said, "It's ridiculous to
-start classes on Friday."
A possible solution to this situation
would be to revert to the old plan of
leaving Thursday after classes and returning on Monday, January 7. his would
be trading a day and a half from one end
and adding it to the other.
Another answer to this complaint is that
we have to start classes some time, why
not Friday?
In presenting these arguments pro and X
con on the holidays, we realize whatever
is done you can't please everyone. But
regardless of the outcome we'll
SEE YOU IN MIAMI

TALK OF THE TOWN

Tomorrows Leaders Speak For Peace;
How Impossible Is World Freedom?

By Carol Hughes and Tom Bradley
the tragic case of Mr. Sam Scoffie. Sam
MINORITY OF STUDENTS
was an average Clemson student, who by
DISGRACE TO CLEMSON
By John
virtue of being a senior, was interested
By Carol Hughes and Tom Bradley
The students recently selected to apDuring the last weekend we were hap- in securing a job upon his graduation from
py to note that the useless minority of Clemson. When the time for interviews pear in the publication Who's Who
the student body was out in force. This rolled around Sam happily signed the Among Students in American Univerroster for his appointment with the in- sities and Colleges, while filling out the
merry band of "Country Gentlemen" (the
terviewer. Sam was found to have suit- bushel of forms which accompanied the
former word is far more indicative of the
able grades, a pleasing personality, and honor, came across the following questype than the latter), as usual went out
above all the ability to talk to people. tion, "Submit a question that you think
of their way to nauseate both students
Several days later, he received an invita- both comprehensive and interesting to
and visitors.
tion from the Maracovitch Abbitor to appear in a publication entitled, 'ToOne little group of these misplaced high
visit with the plant officials and to have morrow's Leaders Speak' and submit
schoolers took their little rolls of paper
dinner with the manager.
your own answer."
to the ball game to entertain the masses
The visit worked out very smoothly,
That's a pretty good question, you might
by causing colorful white streamers to
and Sam was convinced that he had suc- say. It would be interesting to see someappear in the air over the student section.
ceeded in procuring a job for himself. Un- thing like that on an exam. "Compose a
It was observed that the type engaged
fortunately, however, several days later question and answer that will comprein this practice would feel more at home
Sam received a letter from this particu- hensively cover this entire course." This
in a band of rabble at a dog fight. These
lar firm bearing sad news. He had not reminds me of an exam question that was
individuals should be commended howbeen successful in his attempts to find given in a first quarter Sophomore Engever for sacrificing the stationary they
employment. Now you think this to be lish class at Agnes Scott College in Decawould have written their girls on to the
a paradox, and ask why Sam didn't get tur, Ga. "Consider yourself a member
cause of school spirit. We are sure that
the
job.
of the first surviving generation after an
every one at the game was impressed by
The reason is unusually simple; Sam atomic bomb blast. What would you contheir ability.
used his index finger to move several sider important enough to teach your chilSeeking to further Clemson's good
peas onto his fork which he held with
name in the state the little group, in their the grip of a seasoned mountainlclimber. dren of English literature from Beowulf
Elvis costumes of blue jeans and flannel Many of you may scorn and laugh at this to Ben Johnson?"
shirts, moved to the loggia around 7:30 to
All of this is a tangent, what I want to
story, BUT, gentlemen, the story is true;
make themselves abnoxious to those stu- it happened on the Clemson campus once say, or rather ask, is, if tomorrow's
dents who had dates for the Orange Bowl
and may happen again. Incidentally, the leaders, all the three thousand students
Ball. They succeeded admirably in this
names have been changed to avoid the at Clemson and the hundreds of thouspurpose. Their cultured comments and probability of confusing our character ands of students in the colleges and unicasual, intelligent stares made everyone
versities all over the world, were asked
with a Clemson student.
who walked by with a girl wish someone
One only has to eat one meal in the din- to speak, what would they say? Would
would come by with a large fire hose and ing hall to realize, the truth in this para- the engineering students picture toflush the entire group into the beautiful
ble. It is possible to observe anything morrow's world filled with mechanical
Seneca. Perhaps if a stall was construct- from pouring an excess of tea out of one's inventions not yet dreamed of, the jet
ed on the loggia for these individuals, the
glass, onto the floor, to someone removing age just over the horizon; would the
visitors might mistake them for what
bits of food from his .teeth with his finger- physicists depict the atomic powered
they are, and not what they pretend to be.
nails. All this adds greatly to the en- world of marvels we hear allusions to;
THE IMPORTANCE OF
joyment and digestive process during the would the chemists speak of the wondBEING MANNERLY
course of a meal. We don't mean to be ers to come from their mysterious realm

Rogers
of beakers and crucibles, and so each
of his own field? Or would they all with
one mighty voice cry out for a world
of peace and freedom* a world involving new concepts of brotherhood and
coexistence of nations.
A reevaluation of ideas, even words,
then is in order. For instance, the word
socialism leaves a bad taste in the mouth,
"a bad word". But what are such p'
jects sponsored by our own democr.
government such as T. V. A. if they a
not manifestations of socialism. Is it, as
word, then, so "bad"? Still, hand in han<
with accepted favors are obligations. Th
sum of many obligations for the one whs
hands out favors is power, hence, tremendous power for the patron socialist government.
Now the question, what happened to
our theme song, "All Men Are Created
Equal..." in other words, all we want
is opportunity and, of course freedom
from exploitation. "Exploitation," now
that's a word! It has been said that perhaps the greatest sin is the exploitation of human personality.
Back to this world of peace, now. Is
it so impossible after all? The struggles in the world today are struggles
against exploitation, (notably the Hungarians' fight for freedom) against the
exploitation of Russian variety communism, some types of "big business",
or whatever. At any rate, in the world
set free from want by the engineers,
chemists, physicists, today's students,
exploitation becomes only a matter of
morals divorced from the animal fight
for survival. How impossible, then, is
peace—world freedom?

f acetitious, gentlemen, but please, don't be
Deviating now from the pitiful to the
'
"CRUDE".
more serious side, we would like to cite

A Word To The Wise
i tmht uemiMfo^jam&tiM
Oh, woe! Oh, lackaday! Those cuffs on which Harlow
had painstakingly transcribed such diverse and fascinating information - those cuffs were nothing now but
a big, blue blur! For Harlow -poor Harlow! - splashing
around in the finger bowl had gotten his cuffs wet and
the ink had run and not one word was legible! And
Harlow broke out in a night-sweat and fell dumb.
"I must say," said Priscilla after several silent hours,
"that you are a very dull fellow. I'm leaving."
With that she flounced away and poor Harlow was
too crushed to protest. Sadly he sat and sadly lit a
cigarette.
All of a sudden Priscilla came rushing back. "Was
that," she asked, "a Philip Morris you just lit?"
"Yes," said Harlow.
"Then you are not a dull fellow!" she cried and sprang
Into his lap. "You are bright! Anybody is bright to smoke
such a perfect doll of a cigarette as today's rich, tasty
Philip Morris, which is brimming-f ull of natural tobacco
goodness and fresh unfiltered flavor Harlow, tiger,
wash your cuffs and be my love!"
"Okay," said Harlow, and did, and was.
©Max Shulman. 19B8

The maker* of Philip Morrit Cigarettes, who bring you this
column each meek, are very happy for Harlow-and for all
the rest of you who have discovered the true tobacco goodness
•/ today's Philip Morris!

By Dicky Ballenger,
WHEN CHRISTMAS COMES
Only God could have thought of Christmas. Its beauty is beyond the wit of mortals, so simple in its sublimity, so homey,
yet so heavenly. On a tapestry woven of
stable straw and starlight it unveils a picture to soften and purify the heart and to
bring us back from z wisdom that is not
wise, because it is hard, unholy, and unhopeful. Man would have made this event
a pageant, its stage directions as follows:
Array of Great Ones
The Army marches by
Fanfare o'f trumpets
Enter the King!
Man-made pageants pass and fade, but
God works in slower and more secret
ways. He blows no trumpet; He rings
no bell. He begins within, seeking His
ends by quiet growth and by a strange
power men call weakness, a wisdom often
mistaken f&r folly. Man has one answer
to every problem—force; but that is not
the way of God. He did not send an army
to conquer the world; He sent a Babe to
make a woman cry. The divine method
is different. Instead of noise and parade
there was—
The crowded Inn
A Mother and a Babe

Student Chaplain
No cradle, just a manger,
A man stunned by wonder
A wandering Star.
' Such wisdom bends the knee; such
beauty breaks the heart—and mends it.
It is a scene to sanctify the world, as if
to teach us that God enters the life of
man by lowly doors, attended by starry
ideals and simple shepherd sentiments—
the birth of Jesus, just "one of the children of the year." They are wise men who
bow at such a shrine, Unking a far-off pilgrim star with the cradle of a little child.
By such faith, men are truly wise, knowing that no hope is too high, no dream too
holy to be fulfilled — even the hope and
dream of "peace on earth among men of
good-will."
Fellow students, stop and give some
serious thought to the approaching holiday. This is a sentence worn slick with
pronouncement; yet it is so very important and needful. Christmas is not a mortal melody, but a divine symphony; not
only a time of fireworks, gifts, and gaiety,
but more-so a time of peace, humility,
and worship. Start thinking now of the
approaching season in its deeper meaning
in order that you will be ready to celebrate Christ's Birthday When Christmas
Comes.

By SMEDLEY P. FORSYTHEIV
-46

7

Smedley would like to observe —SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
altercation between the Band
company and the Confederate so- Have you noticed the paralciety. Smedley is quite positive lelism of i one Rus Langley to
that the main* tactics o£ war one John Higby?
/
would be the throwing of klee—SMEDLEY
EXPOUNDS
nex "to and fro".
To Doug West: It has been
—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
brought
to my attention that
Should one note th^e similarity
between the Canteen and the there happens to be somewhat of
Student Bank they would imme- a "drip" on the TAPS staff. Perdiately sense the mounting ten- haps you might persuade your
sion as the hour of closing boy garbo Linsday to cut it off.
draws near. It is most irritating to have cHairs piled upon —SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
the various foodstuffs of which If any of you gentlemen have
one is partaking. Perhaps the ever wondered what went on
Athletic association would do
something to elevate the situa- behind the scenes at some of the
tion if they knew of this disgust- Ancient Roman-parties, make an
inquiry to "Little Ceasar" Huting Dilema.
chinson. His knowledge of the
—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
pubject is wide and varied by
To the C. D. A. Never have I the virtue of experience.
seen such a pitiful band of dolts. -SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
If you imbeciles would gaze to
the 9th level of the Student cen- The original policy of this
ter you may find brains and in- column was to be as diversified
spiration enough to produce a as possible, but it seems that
decent weekend. However you there are individuals on campus
must be commended on the who literally thrive on seeing
their name in print. Bob Erwin
houseparty, I've never seen a for
example uses his fingers to
more suitable place for you Almake
people notice him. Howpha Sigma Sigma's.

ever there is one name that leads
all the rest; Marco Moorehead.
Upon observing the traditional
garb which Marco bore, at the
ball game Saturday, a fellow
traveler remarked *'Blimey, you
know old chap, it must have
taken at least a division of Panzers to capture thatBeret."
—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS

Miss Joyce Pitts, you seem to
have circles under your eyes as
of late. Couldn't be that you've
been studying too much history
lately could it?
—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS

While on a recent search for
the simplest thing in the world,
my efforts came to a sudden
halt. I found a "Braddybear"
roaming the Clemson Campus.
—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS

Thought for the Week: Discourtesy does not spring merely
from one bad quality, but from
several — from foolish vanity,
from ignorance of what is du«
to others, from indolence, from
stupidity, from distraction of
thought, from contempt for
others, from jealousy.
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Thursday, December 6, 1956

Two Deputation
Programs Given
By Soph Council

The above men have been designated as delegates to the State
Student Legislature to be
he'd at t!ie S*n+e Fouse in Columbia, December 7 and 8. Front row, sitting, left to right:
Buford Goff, Johnny Wells, Chalmers But-

ler, Newt Stall, Preston Stokes. Back row,
standing, left to right: Don Clark, Jim Branson, Dick Lee, George Jenkins, and Jimmy
Neal.

Second Agricultural
Seminar Was Held
At Clemson House
The second annual Agricultural Seminar, sponsored by the
South Carolina Federation of
Production Credit Associations,
was held Wednesday and Thursday, Dec. 5-6, at the Clemson
House Hotel on the Clemson
College campus.
The seminar, designed to develop closer relationships be' tween members of the Clemson
College agricultural staff and
production credit directors and
personnel, was devoted to the
planning of a successful 1957
program for South Caolina
farmers. Agricultural lending
practices were outlined and
appraised.

scene along; Jimmy O'Hear fe
By Alice Watson
The Clemson Little Theater's the silent man who never say*
a word throoghout the play. An
second production, Tennessee interesting prologue depicting
William's "Summer and Smoke," Aim* and John as children is
is to be presented next week, given by Susanne Bond and WeiDecember 12, 13, and 14, at 8 ley McClure. This adds a nice
p. m. in the Food Industries Au- flavor to the play as a whole.
Roy Bolton is the traveling
ditorium. Tickets are always salesman.
available at the door.
John Minton and Bob Hunter
The two main roles, done by of the Architectural Department
Ann Bond and John McKensie, and Curley Trively of the Civil
are exceptionally well done and Engineering Department will be
they turn in their usual good responsible for the rather inperformances. John was most tricate set design. Co-stage manrecently seen in "Dial 'M' for agers, who are to see that all
Murder," and Ann will be re- goes well on the set, are Alan
membered for her many fine per- Marshall and Glenn McGee.
formances.
Two very important features
Alma Winemiller, played by
Ann Bond, is a role made dif- of "Summer and Smoke" are the
ficult by all the inhibiting forces lighting and sound effects which
around her. A minister's daugh- are in the hands of N. D/'Ste.ele
ter hedged in by a domineering and Pete McKellar. Charlottj
father, played by Penn Brewster, Youngblood is in charge of proheckled by a mother who had perties and furniture. Polly
preversely chosen to act irrespon- Lowry with her helpers will b»
sibly childless, played by Max- the make-up lady.
On the poster committee ars
ine Trively, and frustrated by a
love she did not recognize until Paul and John U1 d r i c k an<?
it was too late, makes this play Sammy and Norma Jane Miller
Ruth Miller is hostess chairman
a memorable performanie. t
As always, Tennessee Williams "Summer and Smoke" is a cos.
makes his minor parts "meaty" tume play of the early 1900's
characterizations. Johnny Hunt- with a unique stage set, good
er as the rejected suitor is good characterization, and interest
theater: Virginia Jackson as the ing situations. It should fur<,
positive clubwoman is amusing; nish a;n entertaining evening 'for
Charlotte Greer makes a very the theater-goer.
attractive switch from the little
This is a provocative play* on»
girl to young lady; Rosa Gon- honestly straightforward. It prezales makes another kind of sents problems, and situation*
switch and this with a Spanish in a lifelike manner. Mr. Tonj
swish, as the dance hall girl.
Ellner, 'the director, has done t
Joe Dillard is Rosa's gun- splendid job of sensing the torn
toting father come to see that and tenor of the play and Mr
justice is done^ John Deale Williams might well be proud or
serves them wine to help the Clemson's production.

By Tom Anderson

The first Annual State Legislative Meeting, sponsored
by the South Carolina Student Government Association,
will be held in the State House in Columbia, this Friday
and Saturday, December 7-8. Delegates from about thirteen colleges in South Carolina will be represented as the
group opens its "session" at 12:3(^p. m., Friday.

This program, which is designed to give South Carolina
college students a clearer understanding of the functions of
legislatures and governing bodies, is patterned after the State
Student Legislature of North
Carolina, which has been held
for the past eighteen years. All
group meetings will be held in
the Legislative Chambers of the
State House, while most of the
committee activity will take
place in the Russell House of
the University.

The Sophomore Council of
the Clemson YMCA presented
deputation programs during the
past week, journeying to Limestone College in Gaffney on
Wednesday evening and Thornwell Orphanage in Clinton on
Saturday afternoon.
The group was entertained at
Limestone College for supper in
the dining hall, and at a reception after the vesper program.
At Thornwell the group was
escorted on a guided tour of
the grounds and was served
supper in the dining hall. The
program' was presented at the
regular weekly vesper service.
Mr. Roy Cooper, advisor, accompanied the group on both
trips.

What Christmas Seals Mean To You

First Student Legislation
Meeting Begins Tomorrow

Each school will be represented by two senators, and a representative for each 250 students enrolled. Bills to be presented and acted upon will be
of local and state-wide nature,
and a few of interest only to
students.

Little Theater Will
Present Second Play

Extra-Curricular
Activities Pose
A Big Question
(AOP)—One of the big questions facing the college student
is whether he should become active in student groups on the
campus' The Furman Hornet
discussed that question and
came to some conclusions in the
following editorial:
"Ask the average upper classman what he would do if he
could start over as a freshman
and he might say, 'Well, I'd join
this and that and get to know
more people any way I could."

All of the hall counselors have been given allotments of
stamps for the 50th annual Christmas Seal Sale, sponsored byv the National Tuberculosis Association. The counselors have been instructed to canvas the students on
their individual halls during the period that the-"drive is
being conducted.
The Christmas Seal first began in 1907 when a few doctors in Wilmington,- Delaware, ran out of money while
trying to cure eight charity patients sick with TB.
Emily Bissell, a cousin of one of the doctors, had read
of Einar Holboell, a Danish postmaster who, three years
earlier, had originated the idea of selling a Christmas
stamp to help some sick children. If Denmark could
open its heart to help, would not America, with its proved
record of faith and generosity, help these eight patients?
America could and did. Instead of the $300 she expected, Emily Bissell raised $3000!

The Men Who Built The

And so it has gone ever since. From those who gave
to this crusade in 1907 has merged ithe organized fight
against TB today, joined by the millions of people who
buy Christmas Seals bearing the emblem of the doublebarred cross.

That's usually called the
philosophy of the "joiner," a
person who is often criticized
unjustly The advice we would
Today, we hear some people say, "Tuberculosis? Why,
offer freshmen is to be a jointhat's
all licked—it's no problem any more." And how
er. Probably it's wrong to enlist in every organization avail- wrong these people are. Actually, the facts are that TB
able if you're doing it so you
may have %. section of the year is still one of the greatest enemies that man has today.
book all to yourself. But if the Although tremendous strides have been made in the batmotive is getting to know more
tle against TB, millions of the American public, (it could
people and trying to become interested in more activities, why be you), are being afflicted every year with the germs
the thing to do is join up.
of this dangerous killer.
The various religious organiBut what has this to do with your buying Christmas
zations on the campus are a good
place to start. Join one and Seals? The money that you spend for the Seals is disyou're sure to meet a group of
tributed by the National Association in' order to educate
people who have at least one
thing in common with you, a de- the people about TB and general good health. The money
votion to the Christian faith.
is used for free Chest X-Rays in a mass effort to find the

A lot of enjoyment can come cases of TB they can advance into the killing stage. It
to the freshman who tries to be
a part of his college by partici- provides services for TB patients—by providing transpating in its, activities. Scholas- portation to hospitals, drugs, the rehabilitation of the
tic distinction is one way to that patients. The money also provides for much needed
goal. Joining and contributing Medical and Social Research in an effort to find better
Clemson specialists and faculty comprised the seminar to the success of an organization ways and methods of preventing and curing TB.
staff. R. M. McGregor, presi- or two or three is another.
dent of the Columbia ProducYour counselor has these sheets of stamps. Why not
tion Credit Association, and dairy industry as the speaker.
spend
a dollar and purchase a sheet of stamps? The money,
B. B. Williams, vice-president
The meeting closed with
of the Orangeburg association, Thursday morning sessions in you spend might help you someday, and the stamps represided over the two-day meet- horticulture and forestry.
W. mind someone that sees your holiday mail that they too,
ing. The sessions opened Wed- C. Nettles, entomologist, headed should help fight the dread disease—Tuberculosis.
nesday, Dec. 5, at 2:15 p. m., a period on weeds, 'weevils and
with H. A. Woodle, Clemson ag- worms at 8:30 o'clock. Two disronomist, speaking on "A Pro- cussions on fruit and vegetable
gram for Good Pasture Produc- growing were conducted at 9.
tion."
Vegetables were covered by Dr.
New trends in crop rotation W. C. Barnes and fruit by R. J.
and ' fertilizer practices w e'r e Feree, extension specialist, and
discussed at 2:45 by Dr. G. H. A. M. Musser, head,, department
Collings, head of the agronomy of horticulture. Marlin H. Brudepartment; Dr. W. R,. Paden, ner, head of forestry, spoke on
Dr. T. C. Peele, and Professor timber care and management at
N. R. Page. A four-phase fo- 10 o'clock.
rum on grazing and feeding catA concluding talk was given
tle was scheduled for 3:30. Dr. by Dr. G. H. Aull, head of agriR. F. Wheeler, head of the ani- cultural economics, at 10:45, and
mal husbandry
department, a forum on current topics in protalked on fattening cattle in dry_ duction credit was conducted
lot; E. G. Godbey, animal hus- by J. C. Moore and R. A. Darr
bandry, on fattening cattle on at 11:15.
grass; W. C. Godley, associate
professor, on sheep production,
in the state, and Dale L. Handlin, assistant professor, on production of meat-type hogs in the
state.
A banquet in the Clemson
House Gold Room Wednesday
night highlighted the opening
day. Dr. M. D. Farrar, dean
6f agriculture at Clemson, was
the toastmaster and Ben E
Goodale, professor of dairyin'g,
gave a "forward look" into the

BEST
PLACE
IN

UNITED STATES
may have a

JOB FOR YOU!
Above are two scenes from The Little Theatre's second production. (Top) Left to right are: Charlotte Greer, Ann Bond, and
Maxine Trively. (Bottom) left to right: John McKenzie, Ann
Bond, and Rosa Gonzales.
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ENGINEERS
Unusual Opportunities
to Participate in HistoryMaking Events!

TOWN!!

KLUTTZ STEAK HOUSE
805 South Main Street
ANDERSON, S. C

For design and development ofWarshipNuclear
Propulsion Plant and other diversified work at
Newport News including Water Power and other
heavy industrial equipment.
Enjoy pleasant working conditions and generous
Employee Benefits in one of the world's largest
commercial shipyards.
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Your Favorite
Picture
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SERVICE
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"
P. O. Box 3276
Statfon A
Greenville, $.. C.

byGREYHOUND

A wide variety of positions available, includingthe
following categories:

One Way

WALLET SIZE 2%x3%

YES! 20 beautiful long lasting
MIRRORTONE prints, true reproductions of original. Simply send
only $1.00 with each picture or
negative of any size. Your original will be returned in perfect
condition along with 20 fine finished MIRRORTONE prints of
each pose on highest quality pap-

On Trips Home For The Holidays

Enjoy the suburban-type life of the historic Virginia
Peninsula. Mild winters for year-round sports and
outdoor life. Recreational activities include boating,
hunting, fishing and beaches.

.

And Many Other Christmas Gifts
#

i

SELECT YOURS NOW

L. C. Martin Drug Co,

Greenville —
Charlotte
Spartanburg
Atlanta
Columbia
Charleston _
Myrtle Beach
Greenwood _. _
Jacksonville, Fla.
Miami

.90
3.75
1.75
3.45
3.45
6.65
7.50
2.40
9.20
15.85

wmma^msLj^m3*B^^M,

New York City
Los Angeles
New Orleans __
Atlantic City
uCornelia
Orangeburg
Cheraw —
—
Sumter
,
Walterboro
Anderson

One Way
16.90
46.90
12.70
16.00
. 1.45
. 4.65
. 5.60
. 4.75
. 6.00
_ .50

CLEMSON, S. C.
PHONE 5220

ORITEOUN Do

NUCLEAR... STRUCTURAL STEEL... ELECTRONICS...
HYDRAULIC... MACHINERY... PIPING... ELECTRICAL...
AIR-CONDITIONING... TECHNICAL... STAFF TRAINING

INTERVIEWS
at Placement Office on December 12

NEWPORT NEWS SHIPBUILDING
AND DRY DOCK COMPANY
Newport News, Virginia
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WHAT DO WE DRINK? ORANGE JUICE

Tigers Get Unanimous Vote
From ACC Member Schools
Orange Bowl, 1957, Is
£gk& Fifth Trip Since 1940
(Continued from Page 1)

January 1st, 1957, will make the Tigers' fifth Bowl appearance since 1940. Bowl contests include one Cotton
Bowl game, two Gator Bowl games and one Orange Bowl
appearance. Clemson boasts the best Bowl record of any
By Jerry Ausband
conference team, having won three and lost one. In 1940
the Tigers bested Boston College 6-3 for the Bengals' first
SUN AND ORANGE? JUICE FOR THE TIGERS
Clemson as the conference's most representative team, Bowl win in the Dallas Cotton Bowl.
1949 saw the Southern Conferwill go to the 1957 Orange Bowl and rightly so. As con- ence
With seven veterans of last
Tigers take a 24-23 thriller
Statistics and general observaference champions with only a tie with Maryland to dim from the University of Missouri. tions on the two teams seem to year's squad returning, the Tithe view as the best team outside in conference play, it Skipping only one year between repudiate ^hese margins, for in ger Rifle Team is looking forwas not a choice on the part of the ACC committee on bowl appearances, the Men of these categories, the Tigers and ward to a good season in competition this winter.
Calhoun went to the Orange
bowls—it was a fact that the Tigers were the best team. Bowl
and upset a two-touchdown Buffs are almost identical.
These seven men formed the
Bill Domhoff in his column in the Duke CHRONICLE, favorite, the University of Minucleus of the ten man team that
BOTH
SQUADS
have
shut
out
says that "if 'most representative' meant best, Duke ami, 15-14 in one of the most
went unbeaten in regular match
exciting games ever played. The
would be the unanimous choice of the ACC to meet Col- Tigers' last bowl game in Jack- three opponents and have been play last year.
shut out once during the course
orado in the Orange Bowl". He quotes two reasons why sonville, Florida at the Gator of the season. Colorado white- Expected to resume his position as lead man of the club is
Duke would not have gotten the bid: "First of all, Clem- Bowl gave them their only bowl washed Kansas State, Iowa State, Franklin "David" Dye. Starting
loss when Miami came back to
son wants the bowl too badly" and "the second reason is blank the Bengals 14-0 in Janu- and Nebraska while being no- as a marksman in his freshman
that Duke doesn't want the Orange Bowl invitation this ary, 1952.
pointed by Oregon State in the year, Dye proved himself many
Buffs opening encounter. The times over as the possessor of a
year". He closes with a statement that "Now that it's all
Bengals blanked South Carolina, steady trigger finger, and almost
CLEMSON
CAN
also
boast
of
over, things don't look so bad after all, but how can the
one Ail-American in three of Wake Forest, and Virginia, all unerring eye.
ACC have the nerve to overlook Duke and send a rinky its four bowl games since the three being ^ACC opponents. Mi- Hailing from Forest Park, Ga.,
dink outfit like Clemson to the Orange Bowl?".
Tigers' first. In the '40 Cotton ami turned the tide with a 21-0 the electrical engineering student won so many contests, that
Domoff should realize by now that Bill Murray, the Bowl, Banks McFadden at tail- shellacking of Clemson.
back earned the coveted honor.
Using their new multiple of- he was barely able to carry them.
head coach at Duke has expressed the opinion that Duke It was Bobby Gage, another tail- fense, the Buffs averaged 26.7 At Camp Perry this summer,
does not deserve to go to the bowl which certainly is a back under the single wing, who points per game while the Tigers competing with the 3rd Army R.
contradiction of Dumhoff's statement. Murray was prob- was Clemson's representative on averaged about half that with a O. T. C.' rifle team, he placed
AU-American team at the '49 14.6 average in ten games. How- 32nd of approximately 1,000 conably the only person at Duke who felt this way. The the
Gator Bowl. Jackie Calvert, ever, the Bengals were about testants in the expert class. The
Blue Devils and the Duke students wanted to go.
still another in the line of fa- twice as stingy with points as 3rd Army as a unit won first
He says that the Tigers and Head Coach Frank Howard mous Clemson tailbacks, earned were the Buffaloes giving up place in the collegiate class of
his place on the A-A team before
7.4 points per game as op- the Rumbold Trophy for 600
wanted the bowl bid so badly as to express indirectly the Orange Bowl in 1951. Joel only
yard match, slow fire. Entering
posed to the Buffs' 12.2.
that "Clemson had better go to the Orange Bowl or else Wells, who has been the Tigers'
M-J competition at Camp Lethere will be hell to pay." What Dumhoff doesn't real- stalwart and workhorse for two HEAD COACH Dallas Ward june, North Carolina, purely on
is rated highly and may of the Colorado institution figur- rds own initiative, Dye won the
ize is that the Tigers should have been invited even years,
become the fourth member of a ed in pre-season talk to use high civilian for the South Eastthough theyJost one game and tied two more. Could Duke bowl team to become All-Ameri- about equal proportions of single ern States.
have hoped to match the record with a four win, five loss, can.
wing and T. In their games,
Marring an otherwise unbeatand one tie record?
If the slide rule predictors are however, the Buffs used their en record for a whole year's
single wing behind a tight, shooting was the match with The
Dumhoff is about as prejudiced as Jake Penland. We as accurate as the figures seem basic
to indicate, the Orange Bowl for unbalanced line, and the new Citadel in the state meet. As a
don't feel that there's any point in arguing the case— 1957 will be the closest game formation consisted of the T freshman, Dye walked away
Clemson was the best team in conference, having its ups anywhere in the United States and Winged T behind a split, un- with high kneeling, high sitting,
balanced line. End Coach Bob and high aggregate. In addition
and downs of course, but nevertheless coming through New Year's Day.
Jones who scouted the Colora to these honors, he placed third
with one of the finest records anywhere in the South. As
POINT SPREADS which have do-Arizona game reports that in the state-wide competition.
a sidelight, Dumhoff states that "Besides, there aren't too already begun to make their ap- the Buffaloes will line up in a Because of a cancelation on
many persons connected with Duke football who aren't pearance in preparation for the T on each play, but shift into a the part of Wofford College, the
convinced that the Devils are a cinch for Miami in Jan- bowl day seem to indicate that single wing about 95 per^ cent sharp-shooters were set back
Tigers are the winner even of the time.
from their regular starting time.
uary, 1958. Perhaps he and Jake Penland could get to- the
before the game begins. One
In their initial match they
gether, for Jake says ". . . And the Gamecocks will be such point spread has the Tigers STARTING LINE-UPS for the came
away with a victory at
strong in contention next year for the Miami trip that a 1.6 favorite over the Buffs of game should be about equal with the hands of the 3649 Ordinance
Buffs starting seven seniors Company, National Guard of
Clemson is going to make this year." Probably neither Colorado. Another spread has the
the Bengals by a touchdown with six of them in the line, one Columbia by a score of 1338 to
is a very accurate predictor. N
junior, and three sophs. The
margin.
)

HOW ABOUT INTRAMURALS, FELLOWS?
In talking with intramural sports director "Rock"
Norman Monday, we found that only four teams have applied for spots on the schedule to be set up for basketball
which was supposed to have begun on Wednesday of this
week. This is one of the most poor examples of student
participation ever noted in the school.
Thus far since the cadet corps went out two years ago,
intramural sports have occupied only a minor part of
Clemson's everyday life. This, however, is not the case
with some of the more elite organizations on campus,
for they have actively participated in all of the intramurals since that time. These organizations can point
with pride to their record, be they winners or losers.
For intramural football this year, only about nine
teams were entered, although this was not too bad. At
least, it gave "Rock" a basis on which he could set a schedule.
Now, he has had to reset the date for the first basketball game because of the lack of participants. He realizes that the, Orange Bowl has occupied the space of most
of the students' minds, but he does have a job to do. We
might say here that he is one of the finest organizers
anywhere and is doing a fine job in his capacity, but he
needs the help of every single student at Clemson.
Come on, fellows, let's do our part to make Clemson
ar better college by supporting all its programs. The intramural sports are a valuable asset to the student in letting off some of his excess steam plus keeping himself in
fairly good physical condition.
__

(Continued on Page 4)
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Bengals Harness Furman Purple
Hurricane Before 14,000, 28-7
By Tom Anderson, III
With one eye on Miami's Orange Bowl and the other
on a Purple Gust of wind, the Clemson Tigers wrapped
up a highly successful football campaign and an Orange
Bowl invitation here Saturday afternoon as they thoroughly spanked an undermanned, but spirited, Furman
club to the tune of 28 to 7. A Dad's Day throng of 14,000
was on hand to witness the convincing Bengal victory,
which assures the Country Gentlemen of a sojourn to
Miami in three weeks.
It was evident early in the
game that the A. C. C. champions were not to be denied as
the Bengal Brigade marched 70
yards to paydirt following the
initial kickoff. Joltin' Joel Wells
was very instrumental in this
move, toting six times for 42
yards and being on the receiving
end of a Bussey-thrown 17 yard
screen pass, which was the key
play in the series. The predominately pro - Clemson crown
cheered wildly as the All-Conference Jolter took a Bussey
pitchout wide to his right and
danced unimpeded into the Furman end zone to climax the
move. Charlie converted for a
7-0 lead.
HOMER HOBBS' Hurricane
blew violently following the Tiger touchdown tour as they
showed the folks in Death Valley a grim determination that almost brought upset wins over
South Carolina and West Virginia recently. The Purples'
Jackie Powers returned the kickoff 18 yards to his 28, and thus
began a fierce, Bill Baker-sparked progression which resulted in
a short-lived 7-7 deadlock.
Baker, the crafty, freshman
signal caller from Rossville,
Georgia, mixed his plays like an
experienced veteran during this
drive and finally led his mates
to the Clemson 2. On fourth

CHRISTMAS!

Clemson Seal Jewelry for your girl, Block "C" Sweaters for your
little brother or sister, Clemson Sweat Shirts, T Shirts, Jackets, Junior and Boys' Hickok and Swank Jewelry.

HOKE SLOAN

down, Powers went in motion to
the left; Baker faked superbly,
then tossed out to Powers and
eleven surprised Tigers watched
helplessly as the swift halfback
stepped into the double stripes.
John Edge added the point, and
the first quarter ended shortly
thereafter with the Furman
stands gleeful due to the 7-7
knot.
GLOOM ERASED their joy
in the second canto, however, as
Howard's Tigers snarled with

=#=

Electric City
Printing Co.

224 East Ore Street
Anderson, South Carolina

A Delightful Coffee Shop With
Fountain Service
Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson House

Open 9:30 a. m. to 12 p. m.
Sandwiches.
Fountain Service
Newstand

HAVE A REAL CIGARETTE... Ue nGmd I

... a Hercules representative
will be on the campus to
discuss with you employment opportunities in.,.,
• RESEARCH

1

Arrangements for interviews should be made
through your placement
office.
Wilmington 99, Del
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the most fury since the Virginia
Tech tilt and caused the terrific
'Cane of the first period to regain its original status of a common Wind. Bussey sparked a
supposed touchdown maneuver
to the Furman two but a Don
Markofski-anchored Purple line
thwarted the Tigs' scoring effort
with a brilliant goal line stand.
After a Bob Jennings' punt,
Clemson rolled 37 yards to gloryland with Wells again carrying
the mail, this time on a two yard
plunge. Bussey augmented the
Bengal advantage by one with
another perfect placement. With
about two minutes remaining in
the first half, the Tiger second
unit had moved to the visitors'
30. In came the devastating
first team and, after Bussey
picked up 12 to the Furman 18,
the slight All-A. C. C. quarterback tossed Clemson's first scoring pass of the season, hitting
end Daltoa Rivers easily in the
(Continued on Page 8)

Mechanical
Mining

• SALES
• PRODUCTION
• ENGINEERING

Anson Cuff Links • Floting Opal • Meeker Bill

1308.
Carolina gave them their
first setback in two years of
regular play the next time out,
1827 to 1824.
Langston, a senior rifleman,
now has the top score of 646 out
of a possible 700.
December 8th is the date of
their next contest, which will
be a three-way affair with the
University of Maryland and the
University of Tennessee.

Furman players in the picture are John Edge,
left end (51), Jimmy Grant, fullback (31),
Hinton Davis, left guard (67) and Walter
Eaves, left tackle (43).

INTERVIEWS
F« CAREERS
WITH HERCULES

• CHEMISTRY
• ENGINEERING

t

Tigers will start eight seniors,
three of them in backfield, one
soph, and two juniors.
This could be the starting lineup against the Tigers: LE—Jerry
Leahy, 6-3, 209; LT—Dick Stapp,
6-0, 198; LG—John Wooten, 6-2,
228; C—Jim Uhlir, 5-11, 192;
RG—Dave Jones, 5-9, 210; RT—
Ken Schlagel, 6-2, 200; RE—
WallyMerz, 6-4,218; QB—Boyd
Dowler, 6-4, 194; LH—Bob*Sransky, 6-0, 177; RH—Eddie Dove,
6-2, 165; and FB—John Bayuk,
6-1, 217.
According to this, the Buffs
will field a line averageing 6-1
and 208 as compared with Clemson's 6-2, 208—pretty even. Colorado's backfield measures out
at 6-2, 188 to the Tigers' 6-0, 183.

Joel Wells (47) dives aeross the right side of
the line for seven yards and a first down Saturday against the Purple Hurricane. Identifiable Clemson players are John Gridjan (far
left) and Dalton Rivers (86, background).
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Clemson's twice victorious
frosh basketball squad dropped
Spartanburg Junior College 7949 here Tuesday night in a preliminary at the Clemson varsity
—Duke encounter.
The Cubs, sparked by the superb playmaking of lanky Paul
Peterson, were in control from
the outset. Don Carver, of Elkins, W. Va., paced the Rats offensively with 17 tallies. Two
McKeesport, Pa., lads, Captain
George Krajack and guard Dutch
Shample, chipped in with 16
points each to aid the victory.
Wayne Blaekmon. provided
practically the entire S. J. C.
show as he connected for 24
points, high for the night.
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DIAMONDS
The finest quality made up to your design and price.

Cub Basketballers
Win Second Game

Here's an opportunity for
a career with one of the
nation's most rapidly expanding chemical companies. If you will have a
BS or MS degree in...
^

Ku.

Lay Away Christmas Gifts!
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Captain Dye
Of Rifle Team
Leads Tigers
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Discover the difference between "just smoking" and Camels!
aW.Bttroid>Tob.Co..WlBitto-£»I«s.N.C.

You'll find Camels taste richer, fuller, more
deeply satisfying. The exclusive Camel blend
of quality tobaccos brings you smooth smoking.
You're sure to enjoy Camels, the most
popular cigarette today. They've really got it I
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Thirteen Seniors Play Last Game In '57 Bowl
By Nick Carter and
Harold Thompson
Joel Wells has been called the
pride of Clemson for the past
two seasons. He is usually referred to by most Clemson supporters as "our boy Joel." He
has consistently proven himself

JOEL WELLS
worthy of this esteem game after
'game.
He was nominated by his teammates for AU-American honors.
Last season he made first team
on every all ACC team and
broke a conference rushing record with 782 yards. Joel, the alternate captain, has gained 696
yards rushing this season for an
average of 4.3 yards per carry.
Wells leads his team in the scoring department with 36 points.
Joel has given his very best efforts to the team and acquired a
fine football record here at
Clemson.

CHARLIE BUSSEY
Charlie "Ole Razz" Bussey has
been the very symbol of hustle
and pep from the first time he
walked' on a Clemson football
field to the last time he stepped
off the football field. From his
Freshman year forward Bussey
has impressed coaches with this
ingenuity and ball handling wizardry. Bussey has played outstanding football regularly since
his freshman year, and this year
he has taken the reins in guiding
his team to the Orange Bowl.
This season Bussey was picked unanimously first string all
ACC. Bussey, the field general,
has quarterbacked his team to
a proud 7-1-2 record this season.
In the last two games Charlie
•has passed and run brilliantly.
Bussey really opened up in these
games and the fans hope to see
more in the Orange Bowl.

Jim Coleman is possibly the
best broken field runner on the
Tiger eleven. Time after time
Jim has wriggled his way up the
field through numerous would be
tacklers on punt returns. Coleman has turned in outstanding
performances for three seasons.
Jim is quiet and reserved except when on the football field
where he lets action speak for
him.
Coleman is fourth in the rushing department with 270 yards
in 62 attempts giving him a 4.4
yard average. Prior to the Furman game Coleman was the leading punt return man. He returned 8 for 75 yards. In last
week's game against Furman,
Jim turned in his most spectacular performance on long gains
through the line and on long
punt returns. Hope we see
more of that in the Orange Bowl.

WILLIE SMITH
Willie Smith is perhaps the
most consistent player' on the
Tiger squad. Willie, who hails
from Spartanburg, is noted especially for his terrific downfield
blocking and defensive tackling.
Although he has not been as
busy snagging aerials this year
as last because of Clemson's
non-passing attitude, Willie still
has a very good receiving average of 9% yards per pass.
One of the leading contenders
for the right end position his
junior year, Willie beat out several seniors for the job. He has
never left this position Before
coming to Clemson he was a
standout track and football athlete at Spartanburg High. Tiger
supporters can be assured that
Willie will turn in his usual good
game in the Orange Bowl.

BILLY HUDSON
Billy is the youngest of four
Hudsons to attend Clemson. He
will be the third Hudson to participate in a post season game
for a Tiger team. Bob played
in the 1951 Orange Bowl and J.
C. in the 1952 Gator Bowl.
Billy typifies the strength of
the Tiger forward wall. Standing 6' 5" tall and_weighing 245
lbs., one of his major attributes
is his aggressiveness. Billy play-

ed LE for the Tiger Freshmen will cap a magnanimous career
in 1953, but he was shifted to in the Orange Bowl.
tackle his sophomore year in order to take better advantage of
hjs size The past season was
by far Billy's best. Playing
more than any other tackle,
Billy turned in one great performance after the other. He
can be counted on to play another great game in the Orange
Bowl.

EARL GREENE
Earl Greene has turned in a
reliable job at LG for the past
three years. Another mainstay
of the forward wall, Earl, who
wears contact lenses on the
field, is one of the toughest competitors on the squad. Starting
with a fine game against P. C,
Earl has played good steady
football throughout the 1956 season.
Earl is rated as a good leader
by his teammates, and he seems
to play his best football when
the team is under pressure. According to Coach Howard, the St.
Stephens senior is the most underrated player on the ball club.
Married to a Clemson coed this
summer, Earl can be expected
to end a fine football career with
a reputable game in the Orange
Bowl.
Will

DICK MARRAZA
Dick Marraza's football career
at Clemson could be summed up
in a few words; "When he is
well, he is hell!" In every game
which Dick has entered without
an injury he has played well
above the average. A chipped
ankle bone, suffered in the Carolina game hampered Dick and
probably kept him from making
the all ACC team, but regardless
he ranks among the all time
Tiger' line Greats.
In his junior year Dick made
the all ACC team and honorable
mention All-American. He also
won the Jacobs Blocking Trophy
for being the best blocker in the
state. He has been the core of
the Tiger line for two years and

DALTON RIVERS
Dalton Rivers is the hardest
worker on the Tiger squad.
Throughout his football career
he has advanced by persistence
and sweat. He played one of
the finest games of his career
against Maryland last year, and
it was then that he hit his stride.
Since that game Dalton has been
a constant threat to opposing
teams.
Always known "as a good defensive end, Rivers became a
tremendous offensive threat.
This year he is 1st among the
ends in pass receiving and would
have a much better record if
Clemson hadn't de-emphasized
passing. Although he is not a
spectacular player, he w*l be
very much in the picture at the
Orange Bowl as a pass receiving
threat.

Orange Bowl Tickets
Student tickets for the New Year's Day Orange Bowl
game will go on sale Thursday, December 13 at the Field
House ticket office, Mr. Gene Willimon, business manager of the Department of Athletics announced today.
Seniors and juniors may present their identification cards
at the ticket office during regular off hours on this date.
Sophomores may get their tickets on Friday, December
14, while freshmen will pick up their tickets on Saturday, December 15.

SHOT ROGERS
Shot Rogers is one of the
best broken field runners on the
squad, and he has aided the
Tiger reserve strength immensely. Shot, who plays R H, is one
of the smallest men on the team,
standing 5' 9" tall and weighing
160 lbs. He is the head waiter
at the training table and has
done a very honorable job.
Shot has lettered in football
for three years, and one of his
biggest moments came in the
Florida game when he broke
away to the five yard line before
being stopped. Shot can be
counted on for duty in the
Orange Bowl.

FRANK GRIFFITH
Another reserve back who has
made himself respeeted in everyone's eyes during his stay at
Clemson is Frank Griffith, a 6'
2" 195 lb. fullback. Frank is also a three year letterman, and
he hails from Elberton, Georgia.
With his slow talk and big grin,
Frank is one of the most well
liked boys on the team.
Frank hustles to the limit in
practice, and he has made a
creditable showing in the games
that he has participated. Frank
has been of great value to the
Tiger team. His sense of humor
and show of spirit have kept the
squad morale high. Frank will
certainly do his part in the
Orange Bowl.

Tickets for the January 1 classic will be $6.25 for everyone. Students will have first choice in tickets followed by the faculty, administration and IPTAY. Approximately 15,600 tickets are on hand for the game. 1400 of
the allotted 17,000 went to member schools of the Atlantic Coast Conference.
Each student is assured of one ticket. This ticket is
not restricted to his own personal use as in the case of
the Carolina ticket. Each student holding a season football date ticket will be able to purchase an additional
ticket if he chooses to do so.
The students will sit in a block of seats at a good vantage point. Clemson tickets were allotted in the North
stands around the 25 yard line. The 15,600 tickets do
include seats for the Tiger Marching Band as they will
be arranged in special bleachers in front of the Norjth
stands. Other arrangements will be made if the Senior
Platoon and/or the Pershing Rifles are asked to participate in the Orangej Bowl program.
Mr. Willimon said that it is highly doubtful that any
tickets would be offered to the general public. "We have
around 3,350 students, close to 400 faculty and administration, and 6,300 IPTAY members, Willimon said, "and
I am most positive that these people will take our full
allotment. Should there be any left over, proper publicity will be given."

The Southerner

TOMMY SEASE
Tommy Sease has been one of
the biggest and best surprises of
the 1956 Tiger football season*
Relatively unknown to Tiger
supporters at the beginning of
the season, Tommy proved himself to be a steady and reliable
player at RT.
Tommy's best game was homecoming against Virginia Tech
when he was in on quite a few
tackles.
A standout reserve,
Tommy added greatly to the Tiger bench strength. Tommy
came to Clemson after attending
high school in Clinton, He will
see much action in the Orange
Bowl and will help steady the
Tiger forward wall.

LEM McLENDON
Lem McLendon is another reserve who has done a reputable
job at Clemson for the past three
years. Lem is also one of the
small fellows on the team, standing 5' 6" tall and weighing 163
lbs. Hailing from Albany, Ga„
Lem has lettered in football for
three years. Lem celebrated
Clemson's win over Carolina in
a "lovely" way when he got
married.
Lem's biggest honor as a football player came in last year's
game against P. C. when he was
selected the Tiger "Player of the
Week." He is very fast, and
given a chance he might break
away for a long run in the
Orange Bowl.

VERNON "Rooster" CARLTON
Vernon Carlton, playfully called "Rooster" by his teammates,
is another morale booster of the
team. A reserve end, "Rooster"
has lettered for three. years.
Standing 6' 2" tall and weighing
195 lbs., he is another among the
most popular players.
"Rooster'' has an extraordinary sense of humor and utilizes
il to the fullest extent. He resides at Newberry, where he attended high school and starred
on the football team. There is
a good chance that "Rooster"
will see action in the Orange
Bowl.

REBEL ROOM

Private Party Menu
Family Style
Fried Chicken
Green Beans
Fried Ham
"Macaroni & Cheese
Brunswick Stew
Vegetable Slaw
Chicken Pie
Coffee

Cobbler Pie
Apple, Peach, or Cherry
TELEPHONE GR. 3-7034
4 Miles East of Easley on Route 123

A Campiis-to-Career Case History

Bill Crosson, Associate Sports
Editor, The TIGER; Bill Crosson, Associate Sports Editor, The
TIGER; Bill Crosson, Associate
Sports Editor, The TIGER; Bill
Crosson Associate Sports Editor, The TIGER.

By appointment purveyors of soap to the late King George VI, Yardley & Co., ltd, London

J. E. SIRRINE CO., INC.
—ENGINEERSGREENVILLE,
SOUTH CAROLINA

THE PRIZE IS YOURS!
MAN... YOU'RE INJ!

MOW. THERE'S A PRIZE
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He puts communications on the go
JIM COLEMAN

10%
DISCOUNT
ESQUIRE

SHOPS FQR MEN

A PIPE SMOKER,
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YOU'RE FOR.
- _.
(SIR WALTER
"*■ RALEIGH
NATURALLY.'

SIR WALTER RALEIftH'S
BLEND OP CHOICE KENTUCKY
BURLEYS IS EXTRA-A660 TO
GUARD AGAINST TONGUE BITE.

New! Yardley Pre-Shaving Lotion
for electric shaving
i

114 N. Main St.

FREE!

Greenville, S. C.

24-PA6EMOKUT
ON PIPE CARE.
JUST WRITE TO:
SIR WALTER
RALFI6H

This adv. is worth 10 per cent
on any purchase of #10.00 or
more excluding all taxes. Offer
expires Dec. 10, 1956.
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tauten* your skin
eliminates razor burn and razor drag
counteracts perspiration
makes ft easy to whbk away your
stubbornest hairs
Help* give a smoother elect tit *have!
At your campus store, $1 plus tax

Yardley products for America are created in England and finished in the U.S.A. from the original English
** mulae, combining imported and domestic ingredients. Yardley of London, Inc. 620 Fifth Ave, N.Y.C.

Martin Jepson, E.E., Purdue, '53,
is an Engineer in the Radio and
Special Services Section of Illinois
Bell Telephone Company.
"I help design mobile radiotelephone systems," says Martin. "We
have a wide variety of customers,
including trucking firms, railroads
and marine traffic of all kinds. Many
businessmen, too, want these systems
for their private cars. Each customer
has his own communications problems, and these are a constant and
stimulating engineering challenge.
"Another part of my job is to help
set up facilities for conventions,

„ sports events and the like. Last summer's Democratic National Convention, for instance, used enough
circuits and facilities to serve a small
city. There were special circuits for
broadcasting, teletypewriters, the
press, and for inside communications. It was our job to set those
facilities up and keep them operating.
"The increase in demand for telephone and related services is phenomenal. It's this growth that's
creating real career opportunities in
the telephone business. Add to this
the fact that it's a stable business,
and you've really got something!"

Martin Jepson is one of many young men who
are finding interesting careers in Bell Telephone Companies, and also in Bell Telephone
Laboratories, Western Electric and Sandia Corporation. See your placement officer for more
information about Bell System Companies.

BELL
TILEFHONg
■YSTIM
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The cheerleaders would like
to thank the students for their
enthusiastic support during the
football season. You aided the
Tiger team in achieving their
fine record this year. We feel
that we can speak for the entire
student body in saying that we
are mighty proud of our football
team for making themselves the
undisputable choice for the
Orange Bowl. Let's all turn out
for the Orange Bowl game and
this spirit will certainly make
us Orange Bowl champions New
Year's Day!
We'd like to show our appreciation to the Military Science
Department, to Sergeant Bridgewater and to Sergeant Poole for
the use of the Public Address
system at the Pep Rally last
Thursday night.
Jimmy Jones, our head cheerleader this year, has really worked long and hard to bring more
support to our triumphant Tigers and to improve our squad.
He's really done a good job,
showing the love and spirit
which- which he has for his
school. Thanks Jim, it was
great.
Last Saturday, as most of you
probably know, the new head
cheerleader for next year was
announced and presented to the

.students and other people at
the game. He is junior Fletcher
Smoak, a ceramics major from
Columbia, S. C. Fletcher started leading cheers as a sophomore, and has been one of the
mainstays of the squad ever
since. Taking over from Jimmie
Jones during the half-time ceremonies with Furman, Smoak will
assume the lead duties 'til next
year, with the exception of the
Orange Bowl, where Jones takes
over for the last time.
If y'all will give Fletcher as
much backing as you did Jimmie, we'll all be proud of him, in
his new capacity, and satisfied
that he'll turn in a job well done.
We hope to see as much support at all the basketball games
as was shown during the football season.
Coach Maravich
was pleased with the turnout and
the spirit shown at the basketball game Tuesday night. He
said that he believed the spirited cheering by the students at
the game really inspired the
team more than they realize.
We want to tell all the students
tbat we have really enjoyed
cheering with you at the pep
rallys and games this year. You
made it easy for us and we really
appreciate it.
See you next
vear at the Orange Bowl.
SEE Y'ALL IN MIAMI! ! !

Devils Rally Late
To Whip Tigers
A thrill packed crowd of 2200 basketball fans in the Clemson Field House saw Duke University come from behind
in the closing minutes of the game to turn in a 84-76 victory over the revitalized Clemson Tigers Tuesday night.
The Tigers, leading by five points with only three minutes left to go in the game,-allowed the Blue Devils to get
ahead with only one minute left in the game and go ahead
on three field goals and two foul shots.
It was Head Basketball Coach
Piess Maravich's initial ,game
in his new capacity, and his Tigers were not a disappointment
to the students and fans who
sat uneasily through 40 minutes
of thrills. The score was tied
five times and the lead changed
hands thirty times in the course
ot the game.
Maravich, who is a great believer in the quality of good defense, saw his Tigers go ahead
with only five seconds gone in
the first half 2-0. The game
was marred by a series of 21
Tiger fouls and 10 Imp misplays.
After that, it was anybody's ball
game.
The Blue Devils took
advantage of 41 free shots to
score 36 points while the Tigers only shot 16. Both teams
averaged over 80% of their
shots at the free throw line.
However, Maravich was not
disappointed with his team's
showing.
He ' said after the
game that he was proud of the
piayers, especially on defense
■which allowed only 25 field
goals. "The spirit of the kids
was something I» thought was
great," Maravich also said.
In talking of the game, Maravich pointed out that his boys
made some small errors which
could easily be straightened out.
He explained that Duke had already had time to straighten out
Its first-of-the-season miscues,
for they had already played
Georgia Tech.
He was especially impressed
with the spirit of the student
body who attended the game.
"The spirit of the students, the
band, and the cheerleaders helped my boys more than the students realize,'' the head coach
said. He was speaking of the
Tiger band which played at the

game, and two of the cheerleading squads who lead cheers
during time outs.
Duke basketball coach Harold
Bradley said after the game
that he thought the Tigers were
a great ball club, especially on
defense. He said, "We were
lucky to win this one."
Clemson for the first time in
many games outrebounded their
opponents by about eight or nine
rebounds. Field goal percentage for the Bengal basketeers
was .375, while their free throw
percentage was .718. Duke hit
for a .362 average on field goals
and a .805 on free shots.
Bucky Allen with his phenominal eye from outside the free
throw circle pushed in 25 points
to lead the night's scoring. Vince
Yockel was high man for Clemson and second for the game
with 18 points. Ed Brinkley had
17 points, Gene Seay 14, Bill
Yarborough 11, Tom Cameron
10, Dick Yeary 6, and Ed Moncrief 2 to wind up the Tiger
scoring.

Bengal Basketballers
Take On U. N. C, State

Bengal Swimmers
Announce Meetings
For Coming Season

By Bill Crosson, Assoc. Sports Editor, THE TIGER
STARTING HIS first year as head coach of the Tiger
basketball squad, Press Maravitch has high hopes for a
successful season with his courtmen. Last Tuesday saw
the opening game fade just as it seemed in the Tiger's
claws. This initial game, however, has not seemed to
dampen the hopes of either the coach or the team.

days in Jersey City, New Jersey, do a fine job of coordinating
their plays up and down the
court. Yockel, with an average
of 20.9 points per game, and
Cameron, with his 13.8 for every
contest, could very well be a
fearsome combination against
all comers.

SATURDAY NIGHT, the Tigers will travel to Charlotte for
a home game with the University of North Carolina/ The Tar
Heels were picked in pre-season
voting to be the number three
team in the nation.
Keeping
their entire team intact, save
last year's captain, Jerry Vayda, the Chapel Hill boys appear
to be the team to beat in the
ACC. Led by their All-Ameri-

Another Tiger combination,
forward Ed Brinkley, a 6-6 junior from Asheville, N. C, and
guard Dick Yeary, the six-foot
Nicholas'ville Nugget, have each
had a year of varsity experience
behind them. Yeary, slated as
the leading playmaker of the
squad, has displayed a dexterity in ball-handling not often
witnessed in college, and' will be
counted upon to perform as the
"anchor man" on defense because of his speed.

Coach Carl McHugh recently
announced the following final
schedule for his Tiger mermen:
Dec. 7—Univ. of Va.—away
Dec. 8—Maryland—away
Dec. 15—Wake Forest—away
Jan. 5—Duke—here
Jan. 12—Carolina—here
Feb. 1—Davidson—here
Feb. 8—N, C. State—away
Feb. 9—North Carolina—away
Feb. 15—Eastern Carolina—here
Feb. 28—ACC meet
March 1—ACC meet
March 2—ACC meet
Preseason predictors have
North Carolina State and the
University of North Carolina as
the top guns in the ACC. Last
year, North Carolina with a 5-1
conference record and an 8-1
overall record led the ACC. N.
C. State was tied for the conference lead with an identical
record but won one less overall.

Since the North Carolina
basketball game at Charlotte's
Coliseum Saturday night is
Clemson's home game, students will be admitted on
their identification cards. Also, bolders of season date
tickets and other season ticket holders plus the faculty
and administration will be
admitted on this basis.
The game is slated for 8:00
o'clock. Sections H and G
have been reserved for Clemson, students and others as
specified above.

. RETURNING:
January 1—1 v.—Miami at 10:00 p. m.
January 2—ar.—Jacksonville at 7:00 a. m.
__lv.—Jacksonville at 9:00 a. m.
—ar.—Atlanta at 6:25 p. m.
—lv.—Atlanta at 7:25 p. m.
—ar.—Clemson at 9:48 p. m.
Any groups, clubs, or individuals interested in this plan
are asked to consider this arrangement. When all offer
have been made they will be presented to the student
body and those interested will have the opportunity to
sign up for the trip.

TRAILING THE TIGER
(Continued From Page 4)
ODDS AND ENDS FROM, HERE AND THERE
Since the column of last week, several little gems of
literature have crossed the desk of this office.
Among
them was a telegram to Warren Giese of the University
of §outh Carolina in reply to the Furman students' telegram before the game Saturday:
Unpack your duds.
You helped Furman very
little. They lost. Clemson is going to the Orange
Bowl. (Signed) Clemson Student Body.
Another bit of American literature is this poem to the
University of South Carolina and Jake Penland:

You burned your little Tiger and had a little hall,
But who was able to answer the Orange Bowl call?
You had your little thrills and you got a pretty good
start,
But when "Howard's Horses" left, you fell apart.
And to you, Jakie Penland, the Gamecock chicken
hound,

Tough luck, little chickens and chicken hound, too.
The story will be the same next year when the Tigers
get through.
So, Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year's Day;
BILL YARBOROUGH

We'll try to send you an orange from ol' F-L-A!

day, December the eleventh, the
Tigers take on the 'Pack in the
Clemson Field House.
Coming from Alliquippa, Pa.,
where he led the local high
school to a victorious season in
1956 Coach Maravich is most
noted for his exacting and spirited training of the boys under
him.
Featured on the locker
room walls are many placards,
some of which were quoted from
various sources, while, others
were made up by the coach and
players alike. Painted on one
end of the room is the singular
word, DEFENSE. After read-

WO MWICAtfE JAKE -JUST A BREEZE

ENGINEERS...PHYSICISTS...
Here are prief descriptions of the important
work performed in the five separate divisions of the
Hughes Field Engineering Department. Each of the
engineers engaged in these activities holds a degree
in electrical engineering or physics. All divisions
form a highly trained organization to support
the armed services and others using Hughes
fire control systems and guided missiles.

How do
you
check out
here?

ENGINEERS • CHEMISTS • PHYSICISTS
Ceramic • Chemical • Civil
Electrical • Industrial • Mechanical
Metallurgical

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY

A Division of
Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

TIONAt

j

We want you to know that Clemson is Orange Bowl |
bound.

Career opportunities for the men of '57

EVEREADY
TRADE-MARKS

IAOE-MAMK

CARBON AND
GRAPHITE PRODUCTS

AWAKENERS ,

GOING:
December 30—lv.—Clemson at 3:35 p. m.
—ar.—Atlanta at 6:30 p. m.
—lv.—Atlanta at 9:40 p. m.
December 31—ar.—Miami at 5:15 p. m.

You spread a little paint and had a little fun,

DECEMBER 13

I»QQOZ

OTHER TEAMS which entered teams in ACC competition
were Duke in third place with
a 3 and 2 record, Virginia with
a 2 and 3 record, CLEMSON
with 1 and 4 record, and South
Carolina with no wins and five
losses.

After the Tigers roared over Furman last week, tht
Clemson College Student Government made the announcement that a certain railroad concern has offered
the following arrangements for the intended trip to the
Orange Bowl in Miami.
Round trip fare in coaches for groups of 25 or more
will be $34.22 per person including all taxes. Pullman
fare, including use of the cars for sleeping purposes in
Miami, will be approximately $85 per person in groups
of 20 or more.
A special Clemson College Orange Bowl Express could
be arranged providing enough people show interest in
such a venture.. Three hundred people would be required to make such a train.
A sample schedule has been offered for special cars:

But when Thursday came, t'was the Tigers who won.

KEEP ALERT FOR A
BETTER POINT AVERAGE!

•Phi-Beta"
pack
IS tablets
fe bandy tin
*9*

BILL YARBOROUGH, who
has thirteen more games of eligibility left at his guard position,
was one of the mainstays to give
the team many points with his
set shot abaility and steady play.
Vince Yockel and Tom Cameron, both of whom have played
together since their high school

Center-wise, there will, be
Greenvillian Gene Seay, a senior, and Eddie Moncrief, a Geor
gia junior, fighting it out for
the pivot position. Both of these
boys have seen a lot of the circle
in the past, and stand to give
the needed impedtus for a winning season.
Supplementing the lettermen
(Continued on Page 7)

To flie Orange Bowl!

AN ODE TO U. S. C.

THE FACT THAT HES IN CLASS!

Don't let that "drowsy feeling" cramp your style in class
... or when you're "hitting
the books". Take a NoDoz
Awakener! In a few minutes,
- Jrou'll be your normal best
wide awake . . . alert! Your
doctor will tell you—NoDoz
Awakeners are safe as coffee.
Keep a pack handy!
15 TABLETS, 35c

ing last year's statistics, which
showed the Tigers scoring an
average of 86 points per game
against 90 for the opposition, it
seems like there is good reason
for this particular artistry.
Two years ago Maravich wrote
a complete book on scouting, and
therefore compiles a report on
each opponent, along with several notes on every player. This
before-game information is distributed among the Tigermen to
be studied in detail.

can Lennie Rosenbluth, who
completely devestated the^UNC
record book last year as a junior,
the rest of the club's first string
averages 6 feet 7 inches. To add
■to their prestige, Billy Hathaway
stands out at a gigantic 6-11.
Ever since records have been
kept on points scored by North
Carolina State and their oppenents, State has never come, out
on the short end of the deal. For
the past three years, since the
ACC has been in operation,
Coach Everette Case has brought
his Wolfpack home on top. Tues-

National Carbon Company, America's foremost manufacturer of carbon and graphite electrodes and anodes,
impervious graphite, brushes for motors and generators,
dry cells and flashlights, arc carbons and a wide variety
of otheT industrial products, offers positions to qualified
B.S. and M.S. graduates in the fields listed above.
Positions are available at National Carbon Company's
15 plants, located in the following states: Iowa, New
York, North Carolina, Ohio, Tennessee, West Virginia
and Vermont, and throughout the country in our sales
organization.
Interesting, rewarding careers in research, process
and product development, production and methods engineering, product and process control, machine development, plant engineering and sales. A National Carbon
representative will be on campus —

WILBUC JUST WOKE UP TO
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IMPERVIOUS GRAPHITE
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Check one or more divisions for which you qualify by education and experience .
] ENGINEERING WRITING-EngiI
1 neers in this division work with research
and development engineers during formation
stages of new equipment to produce clear, concise technical manuals, for use in maintenance
and training, as well as specialized handbooks
for USAF aircrews.
] TECHNICAL TRAIN1NG-A com!
1 pletely equipped and staffed schoolis
operated to train qualified military and company personnel in classroom and laboratory
programs on advanced systems work in trie
fields of radar fire control, electronic computers,
guided missiles. Instructors are graduate engineers or physicists with backgrounds in development work or university instruction.
1 FIELD ENGINEERS -Hughes techI
1 nical advisors are required in the field
wherever operational bases are located. They

serve military agencies employing Hughes
highly complex radar fire control systems for
all-weather interceptor aircraft, at home and
abroad.
} AIRCRAFT MANUFACTURER
I
1 LIAISON—Engineers areassigned to allweather interceptor manufacturers whose
aircraft employ Hughes fire control systems,
and are responsible for pre-installation testing
of the systems. They work with airframe designers in cases wliere their operational knowledge bears on equipment installation problems.
I FIELD MODIFICATION-Hughespoll_—I icy is not only to get reliable equipment
into the field promptly and in sufficient amount,
but to modify and develop this as soon as field
information and test data become available.
Engineers correlate information from the field
and indicate changes to the Research and Development Divisions. Write ...

r-

LOCAL, INTERVIEWS-Our Technical Representative will be conducting campus interviews on
December 7. Please contact your Placement
Office in order to schedule an appointment.

i
i
i
i
i—

You've been contacted by many
companies, all offering many and
varied advantages. But you owe it to
yourself to consider which of these
will, in the long run, offer a future
that will keep pace with your ability.]
At Martin you'll have a chance
to measure your background against
your chosen engineering field,
whether it is aerodynamics, electronics, nuclear, electrical, civil,
chemical or mechanical. Your future
will grow with an expanding company, pioneering in tomorrow's sciences as well as projects a decade in
advance—anti-gravity research and
ion propulsion.,

—i

HUGHES

i
i

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES

Scientific Staff Relations
HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY
Culver City, Los Angeles County, California

/rssi

Measure your opportunity now.^
Contact your placement office for an
appointment with the Martin repfe^
sentative visiting this campus/''
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uKiss Me, Spudly 99
(Editor's Note: A very clever satire reached our desk this
week which we thought would
be of interest to our readers.
This reprinted take-off on
Mickey Spillane appeared in
the Wisconsin "Octopus" and
was written by Merl Edelman.
We borrowed it from the University of Buffalo "Spectrum".)
A bell woke me. I smashed the
alarm clock and put three slugs
in the front door before I realized it was the phone. I lit a
cigarette and made my way to
the next room cursing every ring
that shot through my throbbing
head in rhythmic reminder of
the night before. I picked up
the receiver.
"It's 10 a. m. Good morning,"
a feminine voice purred.

be used for research In

the

BENGAL
Too Much Emphasis Fraternities Asked
exploitation of human gullibilPhysics Department ity,
a new, unexplored field
(Continued from Page 6)
in reserve are five boys waiting Acquires Advanced arising from Von Klopersnel's
On
Diploma;
Liberal
To
Evaluate
Selves
giggled. I wasn't a murderer, I Laura. I wanted to cut holes
for a chance to break into the
fifth principle of quantum metold myself. But I knew I'd do in his soles with a can opener
Newark, Del.—(I:P.) — ReIts magnification of
starting
line-up.
Among
the
it. I knew that once I saw the and put worm larvae in the Education Needed
sults of a survey dealing with
Micro-Microscope chanics.
100,000 diameters will make it
guy I'd get the urge and then . . . wounds. A blind woman sang
the academic performance of sophomore array are: Hoffman
I told her to beat it but she
knew she had me. She gave me
a check. There was a sound in
the hall. The door opened. He
was slimy from head to foot,
fat and sneering. He had a
gun and he had a look on his
face that said it was too bad
if an innocent sucker like me
had to die along with her, but
he'd enjoy it anyhow. He laughed.
Before he realized I'd seen
a gun, my .38 was in my hand.
His trigger finger moved, but
it was ten feet away from
him and heavy. He looked
down at it. I shot off his kneecaps so he could have a better
look, gave him just enough
time to know he'd figured me
wrong and blew his face off.

I cursed her and hung up. A
cat meowed. I picked it up by
the tail, walked to the window
and watched it spiral eight floors
below. A rat behind me sighed
The woman took a long drag
with relief, and I crushed it on her Spud.
with my heel. Then I put on
"You slob," she chided.
my shoes and socks.
"Shut up," I told her. "You
Just like the cluttered streets
outside, rancid with the smell walk in and I kill a guy." I
grabbed her by the throat.
of too many people, this room,
"Who was he?" I demanded.
too, was a stinking jungle. It
would ask no quarter, give "What did he want."
none.
' "Don't think too harshly of
"What are you gonna do with brother Phil. He's really quite
mild. It's just that he found
me?" she said.
out I murdered mother and stole
I spun around. She was smil- his share of the inheritance."
ing, her unpainted lips full and I crushed the shot glass in my
moist, parted just enough to re- fist.
veal the even pearls beneath.
"My name's Laura Morris,"
Her eyes were not eyes at all
as they grabbed my soul and she said in a suddenly small
begged me to become a wild voice.
panting beast, an animal to
She was too fine a woman for
shout to all the forest that here
me. Defending a scheming rat
was my mate, and he that doubtwho'd have soon seen her dead,
ed would soon be roasting over
just because he was lier brotha spit. Her flawless hips, her
er.
ankles, and her throat! If she
had less on she'd been under
"That mess on the floor has
ether.
a twin," she said. "He's the
brains and I have a date with
I rolled my lips back over my him tonight. It was the only
teeth. Most people shuddered way I could think of'to put him
when I did that. I was ugly. where you could take care of
There were 10 mirrors in the
things.
room. I hated the sight of me.
"At your apartment?" I ask"You're cute," she said.
ed, taking down the' address
I took a swig from the of- and sensing the kill.
fice bottle. It was flat. I
"Yes," she sighed, knowing
cursed and brushed the ink
from my teeth, still looking at I'd be there and it would soon
be over. Then she left.
her.
It was my last 50 cents,
"Barry de Korpses, detective,
but
I threw it on the bar and
aren't you," she cooed.
gulped down the jigger of
I slapped her across the face Scotch. I threw the glass
and threw my coat around her.
She laughed and lit up a Spud, through the bar mirror and
then blew smoke in my face. I left. I was loaded and I loved
coughed and spit blood on the it. I wanted to kill him. I
wanted to bare his guts and
floor, still looking at her.
play a tune on them with a
"Someone's following me," knife. I leaned against a
she said. "I want you to kill street lamp.
him."
Right now he was probably
I slapped her again and she running his filthy hands over

(ACP) — The University of
"Rock of Ages" as she waved
her tin cup. I slapped her across North Carolina's Daily Tarheel
the face and pocketed* the coins. recently deplored the over-em'
phasis placed on diplomas. The
I couldn't stand it. I had no editorial was reprinted in the
business letting Laura go through Oklahoma Daily and is now
with it. I hailed a cab, told the repeated here. It begins with a
driver an address a block from quotation from the President of
Princeton University.
her apartment.
"The temptation to yield on
"Let you go for five bucks," grounds of expediency to popu
the hackie said when we stop lar demands for the sort of
ped.
training which promises quick
monetary rewards will be great.
I grabbed him by the throat This is not to disparage those
and, swaying to the irregular institutions frankly oriented to
sound of the idling motor, I practical vocations and skills,
dragged him outside, opened the For a variety of reasons we
hood and fed him into the fan need more rather than fewer
until his shoes crashed through such. What I do say is that dea nearby window.
spite hard times and adverse
I went up the fire escape to pressure the liberal arts colleges
must not falter in pursuing with
the roof of her apartment a whole heart and without men.
building. The skylight led to tal reservation the full meas
her kitchen. I quietly lower- ure of their historic purpose.
ed myself in. Through the We know that close application
will find an answer to the procrack iri the closed door I blems and hard work will do the
could see him slobbering his job."—Harold W. Dodds, presi
greasy lips over her as she dent of Princeton University, at
calmly puffed a Spud, waiting a bicentennial convocation last
week.
for me.
The Princeton
president's
I took a Thompson sub from worries are well founded. Anv
the broom closet and walked in erican colleges and universities,
behind them. He heard me and now fairly safely through the
spun around. I took his head Red Professor Period, have another problem to contend with.
off just above the collar.
The increasing importance in
She blew a smoke ring.
most people's minds of a college
diploma.
"Must you always be so slopThe diploma is important.
py?" she laughed. "C'mere."
But far too many people think
I threw the Thompson down it is important because it means
and pulled her to me. There more and quicker money. For
was a scream. It was me. The too many people a diploma is a
license to practice some small
Spud was still in her mouth
part of some large vocation.
when she kissed rxie.
Specialization is the key to
Then a guy walked in. It these people. They spend their
was her kid brother from Ape- college life huddled in one corsite U. He was young and big ner of a very big room. When
and had a small strip of tape on they leave they can give the
one cheek. He was wearing a exact specifications and dimendark blue sport coat, gray pants, sions of that corner, but they
white shirt, and maroon bow know nothing about the whole
tie, a Tartan jerkin, and white room.
Consequently, when they start
bucks. Around his neck he
to practice living, they lack the
wore a yellow ribbon.
ability to understand much of
"Who are you?" I asked him life. These people, then, have
work is specialized, if he knows
anyway.
lacked what is called at Caro"Zeta Beta Tau," he said with lina the liberal arts educaa sneer as he chewed his pipe tion ....
and ran a hand casually along Nowadays when a student is
his blond crew cut.
about to be graduated from an
institution of higher learning,
"So what?" I snarled, unin- he registers with a placement
terested in the gambling feats of service on his campus. If his
his ancestors. But not wishing a lot about a little, he probably
to disturb the already messy will get a job quicker and with
floor, I restrained myself.
mdre pay than the student who
"See that tower over there, has developed broad interests a
Bud?" I said pointing out the lot.
The people who hire grad
window.i
uates are most at fault. It is
shortsightedness that
He walked over and leaned their
makes some students grope for
out. One swift kick did it.
the diploma, the almighty di
Before I went home I gave ploma, instead of groping for the
Laura back the check and prom- light of learning.
ised myself to see more of her.
But there are indications

1

fraternity men at the University of Delaware have been
made available to fraternity
presidents, faculty advisers and
alumni advisers to assist them
in stimulating better scholarship, particularly among residents of the campus fraternity
houses, according to Dean of
Students. John E. Hocutt.
Dean Hocutt urged the fraternities to undertake a critical
self-evaluation leading to the
improvement of scholarship by
considering the following questions:
1. Are living conditions within the faternity house so crowded as to be a deterrent to the
scholastic performance of those
living there?
2. Are adequate study facilities provided for the house residents?
3. Does the fraternity enforce
"quiet hour" rules so that
studying can be done with a
minimum of distraction and interruption? :
4. Does the fraternity recognize that members' obligations
to theifr school work must take
precedence over all else and
give due consideration to this
fact in assigning fraternity responsibilities to members?
that some employers have seen
the value of a liberal arts education . . . Reports are steadily
coming in of employers who
advise a placement service.
"We don't care what he majored in. Just give us a man
who has a good solid education.
We'll train him on our time after we hire him."
That's a good sign. But not
good enough.
What is needed, as Dr. Dodds
suggests, is the universities and
colleges' close application to the
task of fulfilling the need for
people educated in the liberal
arts. As he says, "hard work
will do the job."

and DeBerry, guards; Landers
and Smith, forwards; and Fisher at center Carl Reamer, who
was injured in early practice^ is
hoping to be ready to go later in
the season.
MARAVICH CONSIDERS the
Atlantic Coast Conference the
roughest league in the nation.
From the other team's standpoint.
Playing the Tigers in the past
has always seemed to be just another game, for the Bengals have
only won one conference game
in the last three seasons of play.
Says Mentor Maravich, "This
is all going to be changed; from
now on everyone is going to
know they've been in a ball
game when they've played the
Tigerfe. They'll come out on the
floor respecting Clemson College
in the fullest way possible."

MORGAN
(Continued from Page 1)
Porto Rico. The main objectives of the fraternity are the
professional
improvement of
extension workers and recognition of outstanding service to
agriculture.
- Mr. Morgan has served as
secretary and chief of the South
Carolina Alpha Phi Chapter of
the national fraternity, and as
grand vice director of the national organization.
He was
awarded a certificate of recognition for outstanding extension
wqpk by the national organization in .1953.

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
ANDERSON, S. C.
FARM IMPLEMENTS
i ■>•■: SPORTING GOODS
Serving This Section Since 1895

Dr. John Miller recently donated to the Physics Department an example of the latest
development in the field of Microscopy. He was quoted as
saying, "The great resolving
power of this Micro-Microscope
is due to the fact that a method
has been devised for making the
lens completely opaque. The
magnification of this amazing
device is 10,000 reciprocal diopters or for those not versed in
such technical language, this is
order necessary to observe submicroscopic particles."
This instrument, which Dr.
Miller acquired through his own
efforts from Leitz of Germany,
is housed in the front hall of
the Physics Building. It will

particularly suitable for fundamental research in this new
field.
' Although the
microscope's
magnifying powers are very
great, the dimensions of the instrument are so phenomenally
small that it could be carried in
a vest pocket. Because of this
fact great caution should be
used in examining this invention due to its complex and delicate moving parts. The size is
considered an asset however
because observations in t h e
above mentioned field can be
made in hitherto inaccessible
locations.
The instrument may be seen
in the Physics Building with
the permission of Dr. Miller.

Compliments

PETES NO. 5
Intersection Shockley Ferry Road and 29
By-Pass, Anderson, S. C.
Clemson Pennants

•

Stuffed Tigers

Sweat Shirts

JUDGE KELLER'S
SHOP AND SAVE at

Clemson Furniture Company
We Buy and Sell New and Used Furniture
Phone 6062
We Give S&H Green Stamps

Visit Us for The Best Sandwich
In Town!
COFFEE
SOFT DRINKS

DAN'S
9:30 X. M. 'Til Mid-Night

RARE WAYS OF CAP TURING COEDS NO. 4

Coed Hunter (C) obtains rubber mask of campus football hero (B). Thus disguised, he strikes up conversation
with beautiful Coed (A), nonchalantly tossing football with free hand to add realism.
However, since it is rather awkward to go through one's college days wearing a rubber mask, the eventual necessity of revealing one's true identity must be faced. This must be done with considerable care and tact and only after Coed's affection is securely gained.
One way to soften the blow is to quickly demonstrate tha t, while not a gridiron great, one is something more important, namely a SCMWF*. This may best be achieved by casually mentioning that you own a NATIONAL
COLLEGE LIFE Protected Investor, which is designed to make you a' whole lot of money over a period of time.
It's available to college men only and deposits may be deferred until after graduation. Check with one of your
campus representatives today!
*SCMWF. Solid-Citizen-Man-With-a-Future

CHUCK CHURCH

Phone 5606

109 Dargon Lane

\i JcMetje amttymwuMif
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
ATLANTA, GEOBGIA

Clemson, S. C.
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• SESSION BEGAN AND ENOEO WITHIN CALENDAR TEAR

The above graph shows the growth of Clemson College from the opening of the
institution in July 1893, to the current semester, with an estimated*figure for the
second semester of this session. These figures do not show army trainees which
increased the low enrollment of the war year of 1943-1944 and 1944-1945 to
2204 students and 978 students respectively. Following the war, many students

entered or returned to the college in the middle of the session, and during the
post-war period many students have been graduated in the middle of the session. Hence, the post-war enrollments are given by semester rather than by
regular sessions.

Carnegie Makes Grant For
Poher Education In South
The Southern Regional Education -Board has received
a grant of $460,000 from the Carnegie Corporation of NewYork for the development of a research program to find
out how to improve the operation of colleges and universities and for the training of personnel to do such research.
The grant, largest ever made
by the Carnegie Corporation for
this purpose, is to be used to
develop research and training
centers, seminars, and experimental programs in higher education in the South.
"The grant will be used to
help Southern colleges and universities in conducting research
and experimentation which will
be designed to improve their
academic and business operations," Dr. John E. Ivery, director of the SREB, said.
"In spite of the fact that it
has grown into a multi-billion
dollar business, higher education has done little research on
its own operations in comparison with America's vigorous
and imaginative industries," Dr.
Ivey said.
According to the SREB director, some of the questions which
need to be answered in the face
of tremendous enrollment increases expected during the
next ten years in Southern colleges and universities include:
How can students of different
aptitudes and abilities be assisted in their studies to move
throughh their college careers
more efficiently?
How can college teachers become more effective?
How can existing an(J Projected physical plants be used
more efficiently?
How can university management be made more efficient
without sacrificing educational
Values?
The SREB will work cooperatively with colleges and universities in order to discover
answers to these and other
problems.
Plans call for establishing
several research and training
centers in the region; establishing internships in training
and research; gathering data on
theory and methods of research
on university operations; and
developing new methods of
university planning and experimentation for improving instruction and research.
The SREB was established in
1949 through legislative action
of the Southern states. Its purnose is to help the Southern
states develop higher education
orograms which will meet the
social and economic needs of
the region and to assist colleges
and universities in developing
high quality education programs, avoiding unnecessary duplication where possible.
The Board consists of the
governors of the 16 Southern

shrd cmfw cmf shrd cm fbmb m
states, ex officio, and four persons appointed by each. Represented on the Board are legislators, college and university
presidents; chief state school
officers and laymen. An executive staff is maintained in Atlanta.
In carrying out its goals, the
SREB works with states and
institutions in many ways, including contracts for educational services acress state lines,
memoeanda of agreement signed by institutions, agencies and
the SREB, and through research
into the pressing problems facing
higher education in meeting the
social and economic opportunities of the South.

Constitution Of
Blue Key Society
States Purpose

Pictured above is the Army KOTC 2nd Battalion
Staff for the current school year. Left to right:
Cadet Major Samuel C. Gambrell, Executive
Officer; Cadet Captain James H. Jones, S-l;
Cadet Captain Bonum S. Wilson, S-2; Cadet

Lt. Colonel Robert S. Parker, Commanding
lOfficer; Cadet' Captain Johnny Hefner, S-4;
Cadet Captain Isam E. Ballenger, S-3; and Cadet Sgt. Mayrant Simmons, Sergeant-Major.

BENGALS

Closer Relationship With
Textile Industry Pledged

Local Air Reserve !
Begins Full-Scale
Recruiting Drive

Thursday, December 6, 1956

Dan And Hamburgers
Are Campus Synonyms

An intensive personnel procurement drive to bring new
Air Reservists into the Clemson unit of the Air Reserve will
be launched on December 3rd,
Lt. Col. Richard F. Wheeler,
commander of the local unit,
announced Monday.
Aim of the drive will be to
bring the flight up to its full
authorized strength. The local
campaign will be part of the
drive being conducted by all
Air Reserve units throughout
the nation.
"Our unit, a vital member of
America's defense team, has an
important mission in time of
emergency," Lt. Col. Wheeler
said in announcing the recruiting campaign here.
"We hope," he added, "that
all inactive Air Reservists and
veterans will seriously consider
the benefits of the reserve service, and the many opportunities it offers for training, advancement, and pay."
All members of the local Air
Reserve unit will play active
parts in the recruiting campaign, each Reservist making an
effort to bring in at least one
new member.
Men interested in obtaining
more complete
information
about the Air Reserve program
are invited to contact Captain
Lake H. Jameson, Recruiting Officer at Flight A's regular meetings, which are held on Monday evenings from 7:30 until
9:30 o'clock, in room 104 of
the New Agricultural Center at
Clemson College.

By A. P. Collins
Mention the name of Mr. Gentry on the Clemson campus and 9 out of 10 students would say "Who dat?" But
mention the name of Dan and everyone immediately
knows of whom you are speaking. Dan has become one
of the most popular personalities in the eyes of tht
Clemson students who recognize him as a person interested in our welfare, as well as a person with the best
hamburgers in the South.
Daniel H. Gentry, Jr., was born in Greenville, S. C,
in the year 1918. He went to Greenville High School
where he played end on the football team. On December 28, 1946, Dan was married to Fran (Francis Klutz)
and shortly thereafter opened the bakery in the Y. Dan's
slight limp, unnoticed by most people, came as a result
of a Marine Corps patrol in the Pacific during World
War II in which Dan served four years.
Before coming to Clemson, Dan operated a truckers'
stop outside Greenville on the Spartanburg highway.
His first endeavor into private business was where, the
bakery downtown is now located. After a short while
the eleven stools in Dan's No. 1 were far from being
enough eating space for the Country Gentlemen. During the summer of 1955, Dan moved to his present location where business continued to bdbm.
Dan's policies include such things as "The student is
always right," and "I take Clemson no matter who we
are playing." He uses the honor system in paying for
eats and this privilege is seldom abused. His wife describes him as "wonderful, stubborn, plain, and a guy
who lives to do favors." Dan is a vigorous supporter of
Clemson. When his son, Butch, age six, was born, Dan
gave him an IFTAY membership as a birthday present
which he has continued since then. Dan's is first stop for
student publications seeking ads, and his advertisements
are usually the largest.
Dan and his hamburgers are truly well known by
Clemson men, and both are appreciated by all. Persons
like Dan are healthy for our college atmosphere and
Phi Eta Sigma, national go to make the life of a Clemson student more pleasscholastic fraternity, is sponsor- urable.

Phi Eta Sigma
Will Sponsor A
Tutoring Program

ing a tutoring program for all
students who would like extra
help in Freshman math, English,
and chemistry, according to Nick
Haraicas, president of the society. Members of Phi Eta Sigma will serve as instructors in
the program which is scheduled
to begin the week of December
10.
Anyone who is interested in
joining a class in math, English,
or chemistry, which will meet
for an hour one night per week,
is invited to register between
the hours of 4:00 and 5:00 p. m.
and 6:00 and 7:00 p. m. on
Monday, December 10 at a place
to be announced later. Additional information about the tutoring program will also be
available at this time.
Dining room announcements
will provide additional information concerning the place for
registration.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

by Dick B'rble?

(Continued from Page 4)
Hurricane end zone. „ Jennings
blocked Bussey's point try. The
Tigers, with Bussey bombing
and Joel jolting, were on the
A closer relationship of industry with the National verge of another tally when the
The Clemson Chapter of the
Council
for Textile Education, pledged last week by the halftime horn sounded.
Blue Key National Honorary
Society, which recently initiat- American Cotton Manufacturers' Institute, gives textile
HOBBS' BOYS were in for
ed nine new members from
education it's most significant boost in recent years.
more of the same type of rugged
Clemson, has it's purpose and
That's the opinion of Dr. H.
history embodied in it's Constitreatment at the hands of the
M. Brown, dean of the Clem- Association, Clemson College Orange Bowl - bound Country
tution.
son College School of Textiles, initiated a far sighted public re- Gentlemen during the second
The purposes of the Society following semi-annual meetings lations program, designed to
are three-fold: spiritual, intel- of the council in Greensboro, N. fill 4500 job opportunities in half. Penalties hampered the
lectual, and enrichment of stu- C. Dean Brown and R. C. Ed- the state for college textile hometowners greatly throughout
dent life. The belief in God wards, vice-president for de- graduates over a 10-year pe- the last two periods and, at one
time, a controversial clip in the
will be perpetuated and intensi- velopment, represented Clem- riod.
fied, the government of the UniClemson, as an indirect phase Furman end zone nullified a
son College at the sessions.
ted States will be supported and
of its plan to attract more and beautiful 32 yard jaunt by BusThe ACMI announced that its better textile stv_.ents, hosted sey, the Pride of Henderson, N.
.defended, and the established
institutions of society, and the committee on textile education its first high school guidance C.
principles of good citizenship, would jointly, and separately, counselor's program last Fri
Nonetheless, the A. C. C. winwill be preserved; an ambition survey both industry and col- day and Saturday. Mr. Grier ners managed eight more big ville's School on the Hill exhibitfor intellectual attainment and a leges to determine necessary was the guest banquet speaker points on a touchdown and a ed their confidence concerning
desire to serve college and fel- steps in meetin the challenge of Friday night in the Clemson safety to obviously well satisfy an upset with an/astounding telegram to one certain Warren
lows will be fostered among stu- continued and alarming decline House.
the Orange Bowl electoral comdents in institutions of higher in college textile enrollment.
The need for better public re. mittee. The final touchdown Giese last Friday.
learning; student problems may The group reported that state lations was pointed up at
This incredible wire only
be studied, student life may be educational committees would Greensboro in a report by Mr. came midway through the last served to increase Clemson's
enriched, and the progress and be represented on the commit- Edwards. He reported that an quarter with fleet Jim Coleman fever-pitch morale, as the A. C.
best interests of the institu- tee. F. E. Grier, president, Ab- anti-textile career attitude in reeling off a 31 yard run to set C. rulers so well demonstrated
tion in which the organization ney Mills, Greenwood, assigned long-time mill families is mak- up a scoring drive by burly Bob Saturday. Giese was the recipis found may be stimulated and John T. Wigington, of the ACMI ing it necessary, in many in- Spooner. Bussey kicked wide, ient of another telegram, more
staff at Clemson College, to stances, for textile schools to go 26-7. A few plays later, Powers factual and competent than the
promoted.
The Society was founded by give special attention to the into non-textile areas for high fell on a stray pitchout behind last. This one was from Clem- 'fg_ I'M GOING 10 PASS VOU BECAUSE I'M TIRED OF
his own goal line for an autoschool graduates.
Major B. C. Riley on the basis educational problems.
son and read thusly .. i "Unpack ID MAKE OF WWT&T6 FOR7HI5 CCMW fflfiX
Committee Chairman Julian
The problem today, said Ed- matic safety and the two points your duds, Warren, we're goof faith in the sincerity and
which
completed
the
afternoon's
ability of college men; and the H. Robertson, North Carolina wards, is picayunish compared
ing," signed "The Clemson StuTen people hurry to catch up
University of Florida was the Finishing Company of Salis- with what is will be 10 years scoring.
dent Body."
where one hurries to get ahead.
bury,
outlined
main
overall
obfrom
now,
unless
something
is
sight of the establishment of
jectives as a closer relation- done quickly. Even if enroll- IT WAS INDEED a glorious,
the society.
ship with the textile schools and ments next September show a unforgettable pigskin season and
The Shop will be open 'till 9:00 p. m. for the
a program that will, make use substantial increase, it would be 'twas very fitting for it to end
RUDE AWAKENING
of college-trained personnel by 1961 before any improvement in (the regular season, that is) with
Convenience of Shoppers! ,
Young husband (in early member ACMI mills.
the supply of desirable, needed such an eye-appealing victory
morning): "It must be time to
over Furman, perhaps our
South Carolina took thr lead talent would be available.
get up."
The Clemson program in South staunchest rival with one lone
early this fall in alerting the
Wife: "Why?"
textile industry to long-range Carolina was lauded by J. exception. The Boys from GreenHusband: "Baby has fallen action. Working with the South Spencer Love, chairman of Burasleep."
Carolina extile Manufacturers' lington Industries, in a featured talk at the Greensboro discussions. He predicted a "real
:
;< %:,-M::■ $ - -. v-'t>»_4S_»_»S_is«_3^K^^&__^^**iS#
upswing" in the textile industry
during the next 10 years.
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COMING DECEMBER 7
Hughes announces campus interviews
for Electrical Engineers
and Physicists receiving B.S.,
M.S., or Ph.D. degrees.
Consult your placement office now
ffor an appointment.
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